The Dr Christian C. Jones Collection of Napoleonic Coins and Medals

Coins of Napoleon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Coinage</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1001</td>
<td>Napoleon I, as first consul (1799-1804), 40 francs, AN.12A, Paris, bare head l., rev. value within wreath (KM.652; Fr.479), some contact marks, very fine</td>
<td>£500-700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1002</td>
<td>Napoleon I, as first consul, 5 francs, AN.XI A, Paris (2), bare head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.650.1), the first about extremely fine with some toning, the second very fine</td>
<td>£450-500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003</td>
<td>Napoleon I, as first consul, 1 franc, AN.XI A, Paris, bare head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.649.1), light graffiti above head, otherwise extremely fine</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1004</td>
<td>Napoleon I, as first consul, 1 franc, AN.12A, Paris, bare head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.649.1), extremely fine with some toning</td>
<td>£250-300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1005</td>
<td>Napoleon I, as emperor (1804-1814), 20 francs, AN.13A, Paris, bare head l., rev. value within wreath (KM.663.1; Fr.487a), about very fine</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1006</td>
<td>Napoleon I, as emperor, 20 francs, 1811A, Paris, laur. head l., rev. value within wreath (KM.695.1; Fr.511), about very fine</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1007  Napoleon I, as emperor, 20 francs, 1813A, Paris, laur. head l., rev. value within wreath (KM.695.1; Fr.511), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as AU53, very fine £200-250

1008† Napoleon I, as emperor, 5 francs, AN.13A, Paris, bare head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.662.1), about extremely fine with some toning £400-500

1009† Napoleon I, as emperor, 5 francs, 1810A, Paris, laur. head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.694.1), cleaned, some minor marks, otherwise good very fine £120-150

1010† Napoleon I, as emperor, 5 francs, 1811T, Nantes, laur. head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.694.14), cleaned, some contact marks, otherwise about extremely fine £200-250

1011† Napoleon I, as emperor, 2 francs, AN.13A, Paris, bare head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.658.1), extremely fine and toned, rare this nice £400-500
1012 † Napoleon I, as emperor, 2 francs, AN.14A, Paris, bare head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.658.1), some contact marks, good very fine £200-250

1013 † Napoleon I, as emperor, 2 francs, 1809A, Paris, laur. head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.693.1), extremely fine with some toning £300-400

1014 † Napoleon I, as emperor, 2 francs, 1813I, Limoges, laur. head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.693.7), adjustment marks on edge, otherwise extremely fine and toned £300-400

1015 † Napoleon I, as emperor, 1 franc, AN.13A, Paris, bare head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.656.1), extremely fine £200-250

1016 † Napoleon I, as emperor, 1 franc, AN.14A, Paris, bare head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.656.1), about extremely fine £200-250

1017 † Napoleon I, as emperor, 1 franc, 1808H, La Rochelle, laur. head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.682.5), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63, extremely fine £200-250

1018 † Napoleon I, as emperor, 1 franc, 1812I, Limoges, laur. head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.692.7), adjustment marks on edge, otherwise extremely fine and toned £150-180

1019 † Napoleon I, as emperor, half franc, AN.13A, Paris (2), bare head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.655.1), the first about extremely fine, the second very fine (2) £120-150
1020 † Napoleon I, as emperor, half franc, 1806A, Paris, bare head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.671.1), extremely fine £150-180

1021 † Napoleon I, as emperor, half franc, 1808W, Lille, laur. head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.680.14), adjustment marks on edge, otherwise extremely fine £100-120

1022 † Napoleon I, as emperor, half franc, 1809A, Paris, laur. head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.691.1), about extremely fine with some toning £80-100

1023 † Napoleon I, as emperor, half franc, 1812A, Paris, laur. head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.691.1), extremely fine £100-120

1024 † Napoleon I, as emperor, half franc, 1812W, Lille, laur. head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.691.15), extremely fine £100-120

1025 † Napoleon I, as emperor, quarter franc, AN.13A, Paris, bare head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.654.1), extremely fine £100-120

1026 † Napoleon I, as emperor, quarter franc, 1807A, Paris, bare head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.677), extremely fine, scarce £200-250

1027 † Napoleon I, as emperor, 5 francs, 1811A, Paris (KM.694.1); 5 francs, 1811I, Limoges (KM.694.7); half franc, 1808K, Bordeaux (KM.680.7), the first very fine with very dark patina, the others fine (3) £60-80

1028 † Napoleon I, restored (1815), pattern 5 francs, 1815A, by Droz, struck in copper, laur. head r., rev. value and date within wreath (cf.VG.2378 [silver]; KM.-), minor marks, otherwise extremely fine, rare £300-400
**Medals of Napoleon and the Napoleonic Period**

*Including a number of pieces from the David Herman Block (1926-2002) Collection*

The First Republic
- National Convention – 1792-1795
- Directory – 1795-1799
- Consulate – 1799-1804, Napoleon, First Consul; 1802, Consul for Life

House of Bonaparte – First Empire – 1804-1814, 1815

1796

1029 † **The Battle of Montenotte**, copper medallion, by R. Gayrard and R. V. Jeuffroy, young bust l., rev. Victory flies over globe, this centered on Italy, 40mm. (Hennin 731; Julius 491; d’E.684), sharp extremely fine £50-80

1030 † **The Battle of Millesimo and Action at Dego**, Yr 4, copper medallion, by A. Lavy, Napoleon as Hercules, clubbing the Hydra, rev. legend, 43mm. (Hennin 733; Julius 494; d’E.685); **The Battle of Castiglione**, Yr 4, a copper medallion, by A. Lavy, naked warriors fight, rev. trumpets crossed through wreath, 43mm. (Hennin 744; d’E.690), both extremely fine (2) £140-180

1031 † **Napoleon, Campaign in Italy**, brass jeton, HEROS BUONAPARTE, bust r., rev. LES FRUITS DE SES ACTIONS, 23.5mm (Hennin 764; d’E. 696 var.), extremely fine; medallents (2), in silvered brass, uniformed bust r., rev. France as Minerva, seated left, 32mm. (Hennin 768; Julius 524; d’E.695), one choice extremely fine, second very fine the silvering worn; 1797, **The Treaty of Campo-Formio**, medallet, by Lauer, bust r., rev. mounted heralds by monument, 34mm. (Hennin 819; Julius 582; d’E.720), very fine (4) £120-150
1032 † The Surrender of Mantua, copper medallion, by A. Lavy, figure of Mantua standing before aqueduct and city, offers key to Mars, rev. wreath, thunderbolts and legend, 43mm (Hennin 783; Julius 534; d’E.701), nearly extremely fine £70-100

1033 † The Foundation of the Cisalpine Republic, Napoleon and Guillaume-Charles Faipoult (1752-1817), copper medallion, by Girolamo Vassallo, uniformed bust l., rev. bust of the balding Faipoult l., 50.5mm. (Hennin 791; Julius 550; d’E.717), traces of die flaws on obverse, sharp extremely fine £140-180

Faipoult became a Partisan of the Revolution and Secretary-General of the Ministry of the Interior, then between 1794-1796 he was Minister of Finance. At the time of the establishment of the Cisalpine Republic, in which he paid an important part, he was Minister plenipotentiary in Genoa.

1034 † Festivities in Milan on the Foundation of Cisalpine Republic, copper medallion, by H. Vassallo and (reverse) Joseph Salwirck, uniformed bust l., rev. Peace and Minerva, who places Liberty Cap on Liguria, 48mm. (Hennin 793; Julius 557; d’E.710; BDM V, 320), extremely fine £250-300

* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1824
1035 † Les Sciences et les Arts Reconnaissants, copper medal, Yr. 6, by B. Duvivier, uniformed bust r., rev. Victory flies over Bonaparte on horseback l., who offers olive branch to the figures of Science and Art, 55mm. (Hennin 881; Julius 575; d’E.726), extremely fine £180-220

1798

1036 † The French Army lands in Egypt, copper medal, struck in Birmingham, by Kempson and Kindon, uniformed bust of Napoleon, with head turned l., rev. encampment before pyramid, 38mm. (Hennin 847; Julius 620; d’E.751), choice extremely fine; 1799, Arrival at Fréjus, copper medal, by Galle, naked youth, rev. ship at full sail, 33mm. (Hennin 921; Julius 716; d’E.795), verdigris spot on ship, very fine (2) £120-150

1037 † Bonaparte, complimentary copper medal, Yr. 6, youthful uniformed bust l., rev. legend in wreath, 35mm. (Hennin 835; Julius 599), extremely fine £50-80
1038 † **Consulat, Banque de France**, octagonal silver jeton, Yr. 8, by Dumarest, Minerva and Fortune, *rev.* legend in wreath, 36mm. (Br.28; Julius 778), *choice extremely fine, toned* £65-80

* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1837

1039 † **The Battle of Marengo**, copper medal, by Brenet and H. Auguste, small bust l. within wreath, *rev.* legend in 9 lines, ... COUCHER SUR LE CHAMP DE BATAILLE, 50mm. (Br 38; Julius 795; d’E.834); glazed bronzed-lead squeeze, by B. Andrieu, bust r. over tablet showing the battle, set against trophies, 68mm. (Br.40; Julius 801; d’E.837), *extremely fine, the glass on the second item no longer attached* (2) £100-140

1040 † **The Battle of Marengo**, and Restoration of the Cisalpine Republic, copper medal, Yr. 8, by A. Lavy and Appiani, bust l., *rev.* Napoleon, naked, raises the figure of the Republic, Victory stands behind with tablet, 53mm. (Br.42; Julius 803), *good very fine* £80-120
1041 † **Death of General Desaix at Marengo**, copper medal, by Brenet and H. Auguste, bust r., wreath around, *rev.* legend in 7 lines, 50mm. (Br.44; Julius 807), *extremely fine* £70-100

General Louis Charles Antoine Desaix de Veygoux (b. 1768) had served on the Rhine and distinguished himself in the Egyptian Campaign.

1042 † **The Re-building of the Place Bellecour, Lyon**, silver medal, by Mercié, bare head l., *rev.* legend in 13 lines within wreath, 44mm. (Br.58; Julius 830, bronze only; d'E.844), *very fine* £200-250

Sold with a 1921 ticket showing it to have come from A. Page in Paris.

1043 † **The Re-building of the Place Bellecour, Lyon**, copper medal, by Mercié, bare head l., *rev.* legend in 13 lines within wreath, 44mm. (Br.58; Julius 830; d'E.844); **The Building of the Quaix Desaix, Paris**, copper medal, legends to both sides, 42mm. (Br.68; Julius 847; d'E.847), *both extremely fine, the first choice, the second with usual die-flaw to centre of obverse* (2) £120-150

The Quaix Desaix was constructed by Pierre Lamandé running between the bridge of Notre Dame and the Pont au Change.
1044 † **The Re-building of the Place Bellecour, Lyon**, copper medal, by Chavanne, uniformed bust r., *rev.* legend in 8 lines within wreath, 43mm. (Br.59; Julius 832; d’E.843), *minor edge bruise at 3 o’clock on reverse, nearly extremely fine* £60-80

1045 † **National Column in the Place Vendôme**, silver medal, by B. Duvivier, the first stone laid by Lucien Bonaparte, bust above 4 line legend, *rev.* legend in 7 lines and above, 42mm. (Br.61; Julius 835; d’E.846), *minor edge knocks at 2 and 8 o’clock on reverse, extremely fine* £120-150

The first stone of the National Column was laid by Lucien Bonaparte, brother of Napoleon and president of the Council of Five Hundred.

1046 † **The Three Consuls, Bonaparte, Cambaceres and Lebrun**, Erection of a Column for the Department of the Seine, silver medal, Yr. 8, by N. Gatteaux, conjoined busts r., *rev.* legend in 9 lines and around, 59.5mm. (Br.64; Julius 840; d’E.849), *toned, extremely fine, rare in silver* £600-800

* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1699
1047 † National Column in the Place Vendôme, copper medal, by B. Duvivier, the first stone laid by Lucien Bonaparte, bust above 4 line legend, rev. legend in 7 lines and above, 55.5mm. (Br 63; Julius 838; d’E.848), good very fine though with scuffed flan; The Three Consuls, Bonaparte, Cambaceres and Lebrun, silver medal, Yr. 8, by N. Gatteaux, conjoined busts r., rev. legend in 9 lines and around, 59.5mm. (Br.64; Julius 840; d’E.849), surfaces, especially obverse, with many knocks and digs, fine (2)

£100-140

1048 † National Column in the Place Vendôme, copper medal, by B. Duvivier, the first stone laid by Lucien Bonaparte, bust above 4 line legend, rev. legend in 7 lines and above, 55.5mm. (Br.63; Julius 838; d’E.848), very fine; Attempt on the Life of Napoleon, copper medal, by H. Auguste, bust l., rev. legend in 10 lines, 50mm. (Br.63; Julius 857; d’E.861), sharp extremely fine (2)

£120-150
1049 † **Captain Nicolas Baudin**, Expedition of Discovery to the Southern Hemisphere, silver medal, year 9 (1800), by P. A. Montagny, uniformed bust of Napoleon I., *rev.* LES CORVETTES LE GÉOGRAPHIE ET LE NATURALISTE ..., 38mm. (Br.72; Julius 850; MH.174), *very fine, rare* £250-300

An important ‘Exploration’ medal – Baudin mapped much of the South and South-West coast of Australia.

1050 † **Attempt on the Life of Napoleon**, copper medal, by L. Manfredini and A. Appiani, bare head r., star behind, *rev.* seated figure of Destiny attended by the Parcae [Fates], 59.5mm. (Br.77; Julius 859; d’E.862), *several scratches to obverse, otherwise good very fine* £80-120

The assassination attempt took place in the Rue Saint-Nicaise on Christmas Eve, 1800, when a massive bomb, the *machine infernale*, exploded near Napoleon’s carriage as he went to the opening night of Haydn’s opera *Creation*.

1801

1051 † **The Peace of Lunéville**, copper medal, by J-P. Droz, uniformed bust l., *rev.* sun rises over a peaceful Europe, BONHEUR AU CONTINENT, 55mm., 66.27gms. (Br.106; Julius 902; d’E.877), *extremely fine* £120-150

A choice example of this high relief medal.
1052 † The Peace of Luneville, a pair of copper medals, by B. Andrieu, bust r., legends start at 6 and 9 o’clock, rev. Peace stands with cornucopia and olive branch, 42mm. (Br.107/108; Julius 905; d’E.880/881), nearly extremely fine and very fine (2) £70-100

1053 † The Peace of Luneville, copper medal, struck in Birmingham, by Kempson and Kindon, bust of Napoleon r., rev. SAGESSE DANS LES CONSEILS ET COURAGE DANS LES COMBATS, 38mm. (Br.115; Julius 917; d’E.886); Preliminaries for the Peace of Amiens, silver medal, by H. Kettle, Peace with olive branch empties her overflowing cornucopia, rev. British shield, PRELIMINARIES OF PEACE …, 38mm. (BHM.516; Br.162; Julius 1014; d’E.941), good very fine and extremely fine and toned (2) £70-100
* second ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1871

1054 † The Peace of Luneville, Saxony, Friedrich August I (1806-1827), silver medal, by K. W. Höckner, PACE GERMANORVM …, Janus head atop archway, rev. SPEI PERPETUAE, Justice on rock, 44mm. (Br.131; Julius 938, tin only; d’E.902; Pax 705), virtually as struck, but the tone somewhat patchy £250-300
* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1871
1055 † The Peace of Luneville, Brandenburg-Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm III (1797-1840), silver medal, by J. V. Döll and D. F. Loos, Peace stands atop a globe, rev. UND MILDE WEISHEIT ..., Minerva faces up to Mars, 36mm. (Br.113; Julius 914; Pax 693; Marienb. 10025; Mont 2324; Sommer A 79), lightly toned, good extremely fine £120-150
* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1859

1056 † The Battle of Copenhagen, Denmark, Christian VII (1766-1808), silver medal, 1801, by Loos, GUD OG DEN RETFÆRDIGE SAG, Justice hands sword to warrior, rev. KIOBENHAVN D2 APRIL 1801, warrior with Danish shield, fights the Hydra, 39mm. (Br.2157; Bergsøe 32; MH II, 374; Sommer A81), choice extremely fine £140-180
* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1868

1057 † The Constitution of the Cisalpine Republic, silver medal, by Mercié [Lyon], LEGES MUNERA PACIS, bare head l., rev. legend in 11 lines, AUSPICE BONAPARTE INTER GALLOS ..., 48mm. (Br.192; Julius 1047; d'E.953), toned, extremely fine £300-350
1058 † The Constitution of the Cisalpine Republic, copper medal, by L. Manfredini, winged figure presents Constitution to seated Cisalpina, rev. legend in 6 lines, VOTI PVBLICI PER LA PROSPERITA..., 55mm. (Br.189; Julius 1043; d’E.952), surface somewhat dulled, otherwise extremely fine £140-180

* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1874

1059 † The Constitution of the Cisalpine Republic, copper medal, by L. Manfredini, winged figure presents Constitution to seated Cisalpina, rev. legend in 6 lines, VOTI PVBLICI PER LA PROSPERITA..., 55mm. (Br.189; Julius 1043; d’E.952), extremely fine, top edge drilled for loop; another, smaller copper medal, by George, bust r., rev. PUBLICARES..., shore-line landscape with distant trees coming to the waterline, 44mm. (Br.193; Julius 1049; d’E.954), very fine (2) £120-150

* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1875
1060 † **The Peace of Amiens**, copper medal, by Dumarest, laur. bust l., *rev.* Napoleon, as Mars, offers olive branch to Britannia, reclining on lion, PAIX D’AMIENS, 49mm. (Br.195; Julius 1052; Pax 719), *slightest cabinet wear to reverse, extremely fine*; **1803, Negotiations with England**, miniature copper medallion, by Denon, head of Napoleon r., in classical helmet, *rev.* ibis, 13.5mm. (Br.267; Julius 1160; d’E.993), *extremely fine* (2) £70-100

* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1890

1061 † **Promulgation of the Treaty of Amiens**, copper medal, by Jeuffroy, busts of the three Consuls r., Napoleon at top, Cambereces and Lebrun, *rev.* PAIX INTÉRIEURE, PAIX EXTÉRIEURE - LE CORPS LEGISLATIF AUX CONSULS DE LA RÉPUBLIQUE FRANÇAISE around, 67mm. (Br.218; Julius 1093; d’E.983), *edge knock at 6 o’clock on reverse, nearly extremely fine* £100-150

* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1882

1062 † **The re-Establishment of Religion**, copper medal, by Andrieu, bare head r., *rev.* France, holding the mirror of Prudence, offers her hand to Religion, RETABLISSEMENT DU CULTE, 50mm. (Br.213; Julius 1082; d’E.981); **Education, Organisation de l’Instruction Publique**, copper medal, by B. Andrieu, bare head r., *rev.* classical youth studies, 39.5mm. (Br.214; Julius 1036; d’E.982), *both extremely fine* (2) £100-140

* first ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1880

The Concordat between France and Rome was sanctioned on 8 April, 1802.
1063 † Napoleon, Caisse d'escompte du commerce, octagonal silver jeton, by B. Andrieu, bare head r., rev. Vigilance stands with lamp, 35mm. (Br.225; d'E.2055), very fine; The Erection of a Column at Marseilles, copper medal, by Poize, bust l., rev. the column topped by bust of Napoleon, 44mm. (Br.235; Julius 1116; d'E.990), nearly extremely fine (2) £120-150

*second ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1885

1064 † Reunification of Piedmont with France, silver medal, by A. Lavy, made for the Turin Atheneum and Academy, laur. head l., rev. VOTA PVBICA within wreath, SVBALPINIS IMPERIO GALLORVM SOCIATIS, 50mm. (Br.226; Julius 1105; d'E.988), a strong portrait, extremely fine and toned, with just a few minor surface marks £250-300

* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1883

1803

1065 † Tribute of the City of Lille, copper medal, by H. Auguste, uniformed bust l., rev. legend in centre and around, AMOUR FIDÉLITÉ RECONNOISSANCE, 50mm. (Br.263; Julius 1151; d'E 991); The Treaty of Amiens broken and Hanover occupied, copper medal, by Jeuffroy, British bulldog devours treaty, rev. Victory astride Hanovarian horse, 41mm; Statue of Jean d'Arc commissioned, copper medal, by Dupré, uniformed bust of Napoleon r., rev. the statue on plinth, 54mm. (Br.272; Julius 1169; d'E.997), all extremely fine (3) £150-200

* First and last ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lots 1887 & 1892

In February 1803 the town of Orléans commissioned a statue of Joan of Arc by the sculptor E. Gois, to replace a monument destroyed during the Revolution. Gois’s statue was in turn replaced in the 1850s.
1066 † Preparations for the Invasion of England, copper medal, by Brennet and Denon, Yr. 4, bust l., *rev. LA FORTUNE CONSERVATRICE*, Fortune steers galley to l., 33mm. (Br.275; Julius 1172; d’E.999), *choice extremely fine* £60-80

1067 † Preparations for the Invasion of England, copper medal, by Brennet and Denon, Yr. 4, bust l., *rev. LA FORTUNE CONSERVATRICE*, Fortune steers galley to l., 33mm. (Br.275; Julius 1172; d’E.999); *Venus de’ Medici*, copper medal, by Jeuffroy and Denon, bust r., *rev. AUX ARTS LA VICTOIRE*, the statue turned to face, 40mm. (Br.280; Julius 1184; d’E.1002). *both extremely fine* (2) £100-150

The Venus de’ Medici had been sent to Palermo in 1800 in an unsuccessful attempt to prevent its capture by the French and it was shipped to Paris in 1803. Denon, as Director of the Louvre, presented an example of the medal to Napoleon when he came to see the statue. After the fall of Napoleon the Venus was returned to Florence, arriving on 27 December 1815.

1804

1068 † The ‘Code Civil des Français’ [The Napoleonic Code - Code Napoléon], pair of medals in silver and copper, by Brenet and Denon, statue of Napoleon as a Roman Emperor, *rev. statue of Minerva*, 42mm. (Br.291; Julius 1207; d’E.1005), *silver good very fine, toned and rare, copper choice extremely fine* (2) £300-350
1804 – The Empire

1069 † The Légion d’Honneur re-established, copper medal, by B. Andrieu, Jaley and Denon, laur. head r., rev. AUSPICE NEAPOLEONE GALLIA RENOVATA, the Badge of the Order, 41mm. (Br.310; Julius 1239; d’E.1013); Ecole de Droit de Paris, octagonal silver jeton, by Brenet, laur. bust r., rev. eagle with open book, 31mm. (Br.321; Julius 1255); Louvre Museum, the Apollo Gallery, copper medal, by B. Andrieu, laur. head r., rev. view of the gallery, in ex., MUSÉE NAPOLEON, 34mm. (Br.370, Julius 1319; d’E.1046); Louvre Museum, the Laocoon Gallery, copper medal, by Andrieu, laur. head r., rev. view of the gallery, 34mm. (Br.367; Julius 1315; d’E.1045), silver nearly extremely fine, toned, others all extremely fine (4) £150-200

* second ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1902 (part)

1070 † The Distribution of the Eagle standards, small silver medal, by Droz and Denon, laur. bust l., rev. Napoleon enrobed, stands with an assistant, handing the standard to three soldiers, 26.5mm. (Br.357; Julius 1294; d’E.1040); The Camp de Boulogne, copper medal, by Jeuffroy, Jalley and Denon, Napoleon distributes the Légion d’Honneur, rev. HONNEUR LEGIONNAIRE AUX BRAVES DE L’ARMEE, plan of the encampment, 41mm. (Br.318; Julius 1248; d’E.1017); Construction of 2000 Barges [for the invasion of England], copper medal, by J-P Droz, and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. Hercules wrestles with lion, 40.5mm. (Br.320; Julius 1253; d’E.1019), extremely fine or virtually so (3) £150-200

The ceremony of Napoleon distributing the eagle standards took place in the Champ de Mars on the 5th December, 1804, whilst he distributed the Légion d’Honneur at the Camp de Boulogne.

1071 † The Coronation, a group of copper medals, by Andrieu, Jeuffrey and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. Napoleon held aloft, 40mm.; similar, 32mm.; similar but head l., by Droz, 26mm.; in miniature (2), copper and pewter, both head r. (Br.326-330; Julius 1260/3/7/9/71; d’E.1021-1025), extremely fine or virtually so (5) £120-150
1072 † The Coronation, a soft metal (tin?) squeeze of Jeuffroy’s design for the reverse of the medal, an early stage without any legend, 37mm. (cf. Br.326; cf. d’E.1021), a little stained, very fine and extremely rare; and a German-made brass jeton, by Lauer, head r., rev. GEKRONT D 23 NOV 1804, Victory, 24mm. (Br.324; d’E.1033), very fine (2)

* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1902 (part)

1073 † The Coronation, silver medal, by Merlen, Napoleon enrobed and held aloft by four knights, a cannon left and hydra right [l’hydrae britannique], BONTÉ DE TITUS SAGESSE DE M AURELE GENIE DE CHARLES M, rev. chronogrammatic legend within laurel wreath, NAPOLEON BONAPARTE LE TRÈS GLORIEUX …, 44mm. (Br.333; Julius 1273; d’E.1027; BDM IV, 38), toned, choice extremely fine, extremely rare £350-450

Johann Baptiste Merlen had the curious distinction of being employed by both the Paris Mint and, from c. 1820, the Royal Mint in London, where he worked with Benedetto Pistrucci on the coinage of George IV and later, William IV.

1074 † The Coronation Celebrated, large copper medal, by Galle and Jeuffroy, laur. bust l., rev. crowned figure of Paris, an ancient galley behind her, stands before Napoleon, TVTELA PRAESENS, 67.5mm. (Br.358; Julius 1296; d’E.1032), nearly extremely fine £100-150
† The Coronation Celebrated, gilt-silver medal, by Brenet, conjoined busts of Napoleon and Josephine r., rev. imperial eagle, 34.5mm. (Br.359; Julius 1297; d’E.1038), very fine, the gilding faded £70-100
* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1912

† The Coronation Celebrated, silver presentation medal, by Brenet, conjoined busts of Napoleon and Josephine r., rev. blank (for inscription), owl’s head below exergual line, 34.5mm. (Br.360; Julius 1301; d’E.1039), grey tone, nearly extremely fine £80-120

† The Invasion of England, a bronzed electrotype copy of the proposed medal intended for striking in London to celebrate the successful invasion, by Jeuffroy and Denon, laur. head r., rev. a Napoleonic Hercules wrestles with monster, DESCENTE EN ANGLETERRE, 39.5mm. (Br.364), very fine £80-120
* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1915
A copy made from the unique lead proof striking.

† The Invasion of England, copper medal, by J-P Droz, “Frappé a Londres”, 1804 (struck by Sir Edward Thomason in 1820), laur. head r., rev. a Napoleonic Hercules wrestles with monster, DESCENTE EN ANGLETERRE, plain edge, 41mm. (Br.365; Julius 1309; BDM I, 624; Hill, BM Guide [1924] pp.125-126), extremely fine £120-150
For an electrotype copy of the planned “Invasion” medal with this reverse and a different obverse by Jeuffroy, see the previous lot. Circumstances saw that it was never struck. A number of Napoleonic dies had been given to Thomason who struck these ‘souvenir’ pieces, often with a lettered edge reading “COPIED FROM THE FRENCH MEDAL.”
1079 † The Coronation in Milan, pair of medals in silver and copper, by Andrieu, Jaley and Denon, laur. head r., rev. the Iron Crown of Lombardy, NAPOLEON ROI D’ITALIE, 41mm. (Br.418; Julius 1378; d’E.1072), silver nearly extremely fine, edge nick at top, copper choice extremely fine (2) £280-320

1080 † The Coronation in Milan, copper medal, by L. Manfredini, laur. bust l., rev. figure of Italia about to place the Crown of Lombardy on Napoleon, who stands as a Roman Emperor, 42mm. (Br.420; Julius 1383; d’E.1073), extremely fine £80-120

1081 † The Ligurian Republic annexed to France, copper medal, by Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, laur. head r., rev. LA LIGURIE RÉUNIE A LA FRANCE, Liguria, head bowed, submits to Napoleon, in robes of a Roman general, 40.5mm.; The Monument to General Desaix, copper medal, by Droz, Brenet and Denon, laur. head l., rev. the memorial, 26.5mm. (Br.426; Julius 1398; d’E.1077), extremely fine (2) £80-120

The first stone of the Monument was laid on Mount St. Bernard, on the 14th of June, the anniversary of the battle of Marengo and of the death of the General Desaix.
1082 † The Crossing of the Rhine by the Grand Armée, following the closure of the Camp de Boulogne, silver medal, by Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, laur. head r., rev. eagle and Standard by the Imperial throne, thunderbolt above, 40.5mm. (Br.430; Julius 1407; d'E.1081), choice extremely fine with rich tone  £200-250

1083 † Napoleon Addresses the Army on the Pont du Lech, silver medal, by Andrieu and Denon, laur. head r., rev. Napoleon on horseback as Roman general, addresses his legions on the bridge, 40.5mm. (Br.432; Julius 1410; d'E.1083), almost extremely fine  £200-250

1084 † Napoleon Addresses the Army on the Pont du Lech, copper medal, by Andrieu and Denon, laur. head r., rev. Napoleon on horseback as Roman general, addresses his legions on the bridge, 40.5mm. (Br.432; Julius 1410; d'E.1083); The Capitulation of Ulm and Memmingen, copper medal, by Droz, Jaley and Denon, laur. head r., rev. Napoleon, as a Roman general, drives a biga to r., Victory flies above, 40.5mm. (Br.433; Julius 1414; d'E.1084), both extremely fine (2)  £120-150
1085 † The Entry into Innsbruck, with General Ney, copper medal, by Droz, Brenet and Denon, laur. head r., rev. Napoleon as a Roman general, holds standard and statuette of Victory, 40.5mm. (Br.442; Julius 1436; d’E.1099); The Battle of Austerlitz, copper medal, by Andieu and Jaley, laur. bust r., rev. thunderbolt design with baton topped by statuette of Napoleon, 40.5mm. (Br.445; Julius 1448; d’E.1104), extremely fine (2) £120-150

* second ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1930

1086 † The Capture of Vienna and Presbourg, silver medal, by Andrieu, Galle and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. Napoleon, naked, as Hercules, female figures of the two cities kneel and offer the keys, 40.5mm. (Br.443; Julius 1439; d’E.1101), extremely fine or virtually so £200-250

1087 † The Capture of Vienna, copper medal, by L. Manfredini, head l., with serpent helmet, rev. VINDOBOONA CAPTA, weeping figure by military trophies, 42mm. (Br.444; Julius 1442; d’E.1102), struck from ‘wavy’ [breaking] dies, nearly very fine £50-80
1088 † The Battle of Austerlitz, copper medal, by Andieu and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. busts of Alexander I of Russia and Franz II of Austria, vis-à-vis, 40.5mm. (Br.446; Julius 1150; d’E.1105; Diakov 301.1), choice extremely fine £120-150

1089 † The Meeting of Napoleon and Franz II at Urschütz, copper medal, by Droz, Andrieu and Denon, laur. head r., rev. Napoleon extends his hand towards the emperor, both classically attired, 40mm. (Br.452; Julius 1456; d’E.1108), good very fine £60-80

The meeting was the subject of a famous painting by Antoine-Jean Gros (1771-1835).

1090 † The Deputation of the Mayors of Paris to Napoleon, at the Schoenbrünn Palace, Vienna, large copper medal, by Galle and Brenet, PANNONIA SVBACTA, Napoleon and Murat, the Goddess of Schoenbrünn at their feet, stand to receive two classically attired figures, rev. DE GERMANIA, Victory, trampling on military trophies, blows her trumpet, 67.5mm. (Br.453; Julius 1460; d’E.1109), dark patination, very fine £100-150
1091 † **The Deputation of the Mayors of Paris to Napoleon**, at the Schoenbrunn Palace, Vienna, a contemporary soft-metal (tin?) squeeze, by Galle, of the obverse of a variety of the previous medal with, between the two pairs of figures, the kneeling figure of Paris, ROXOLANICVS MAXIMVS, 67mm. (Br.454; Julius 1461; d’E.1110), *some slight edge bruising but extremely fine and rare* £80-120

1092 † **The Peace of Presbourg**, silver medal, by Andrieu and Denon, laur. bust r., *rev. façade of the Temple of Janus, 40mm. (Br.455; Julius 1465; d’E.1112; Pax 738), lightly toned, extremely fine* £220-260

1093 † **The Peace of Presbourg**, copper medal, by Andrieu and Denon, laur. bust r., *rev. façade of the Temple of Janus, 40mm. (Br.455; Julius 1465; d’E.1112; Pax 739), extremely fine* £70-100

1094 † **Venice Restored to Italy**, copper medal, by Droz, Brenet and Denon, laur. head r., *rev. the Rialto Bridge, 40.5mm. (Br.460; Julius 1477; d’E.1115), extremely fine* £140-180
1095 † *Te Deum* held for Napoleon at St. Stephen’s Cathedral [Stephansdom], Vienna, silver medal, by Andieu and Denon, laur. head r., *rev.* façade of the Cathedral, 40mm. (Br.461; Julius 1477; d’E.1116), extremely fine £200-250

1096 † *Te Deum* held for Napoleon at St. Stephen’s Cathedral [Stephansdom], Vienna, copper medal, by Andieu and Denon, laur. head r., *rev.* ACTIONS DE GRACES POUR LA PAIX, façade of the Cathedral, 40mm. (Br.461; Julius 1477; d’E.1116), choice extremely fine £80-120

1097 † *Te Deum* held for Napoleon at St. Stephen’s Cathedral [Stephansdom], Vienna, copper medal, by Andieu and Denon, laur. head r., *rev.* ACTIONS DE GRACES POUR LA PAIX, façade of the Cathedral, 40mm. (Br.461; Julius 1477; d’E.1116); *Colonne de la Grande Armée, Paris*, copper medal, Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, laur. head r., *rev.* the column in the Place Vendôme, 40.5mm. (Br.463; Julius 1482; d’E.1118), *small die fault on exergual line of second, both extremely fine* (2) £150-200
The Conquest of Istria, copper medal, by Droz, Brenet and Denon, laur. head r., rev. façade of the temple of Augustus, Pula [Croatia], 40mm. (Br.512; Julius 1547; d’E.1127);
The Conquest of Dalmatia, copper medal, by Droz, Brenet and Denon, laur. head r., rev. façade of the Temple of Jupiter, Split [Spalato, Croatia], 40.5mm. (Br.513; Julius 1407; d’E.1182), extremely fine (2) £180-220

The Conquest of Naples, copper medal, by Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. Victory flies over man-headed bull, 40.5mm. (Br.516; Julius 1557; d’E.1129), choice extremely fine £80-120

The reverse device from an ancient Neapolitan Didrachm, c. 300 (cf. Sambon 458; Historia Numorum, Italy 576).

The Company of ‘Salines de l’Est’, octagonal silver jeton, by Tiolier, laur. bust r., rev. legend within and around wreath, 30.5mm. (Br.521; Julius 1563; d’E.1136); The Conquest of Naples, copper medal, by Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. Victory flies over man-headed bull, 40.5mm. (Br.516; Julius 1557; d’E.1129), first choice extremely fine and toned, second extremely fine (2) £140-180

* First ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1941

A ‘Compagnie des Salins du Midi et des Salines de l’Est’ still trades today. Salt was an ever important commodity for the general health of Napoleon’s army.
1101 † The Marriage of Princess Stéphanie to Karl, Grand Duke of Baden, silver medal, by Droz, Andrieu and Denon, laur. head r., rev. the couple in classical attire, greet each other warmly, beneath a radiant “N”, 40mm. (Br.522; Julius 1567; d’E.1130), extremely fine £300-350

Stéphanie Louise Adrienne de Beauharnais (1789-1860), a cousin of the Empress Josephine, was created a Princess to give strength to the alliance between France and Baden.

1102 † The Marriage of Princess Stéphanie to Karl, Grand Duke of Baden, copper medal, by Droz, Andrieu and Denon, laur. head r., rev. the couple in classical attire, greet each other warmly, beneath a radiant “N”, 40mm. (Br.522; Julius 1567; d’E.1130), extremely fine £100-140

1103 † Confederation of the Rhine, copper medal, by Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. ancient knights group around fasces, Napoleon as king in centre, 40.5mm. (Br.534, Julius 1408; d’E.1139); Crossing the Rhine at Mainz, a soft metal squeeze of the reverse, taken prior to the adding of the exergual legend, unsigned, L EMPIEUR PASSE LE RHIN … Napoleon on horseback crosses a pontoon bridge, 40.5mm. (cf. Br.536; Julius 1591; d’E.1140), the second with softness on high spots (in the making), the first extremely fine (2) £140-180
1104 † The Battle of Jena, copper medals (2), by Andrieu, Galle and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. Napoleon as Jupiter astride an eagle, destroys his enemies, 40.5mm. (Br.538; Julius 1593; d’E.1142); by L. Manfedini, smaller laur. bust r., Jupiter astride an eagle hurling a thunderbolt, IENAE, 40.5mm. (Br.539; Julius 1599; d.E.1143; Mers 4152), both extremely fine (2) £180-220

* second ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1944

1105 † Napoleon enters Berlin, copper medal, by Andrieu, Jaley and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. the Brandenburg Gate, 40mm. (Br.546; Julius 1610; d’E.1148), choice extremely fine £140-180

1106 † The Occupation of Hamburg, silver medal, Andrieu, George and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. seated figure of Hamburg (Hammonia), with cornucopia and hand on rudder of ancient galley, 40mm. (Br.549; Julius 1618; d’E.1152), toned, choice extremely fine £220-260
1107 † The Alliance with Saxony, copper medal, by Andrieu and Denon, conjoined busts of the laur. Napoleon and Charlemagne r., rev. conjoined busts of Vitikind and Friedrich Augustus r., 40.5mm. (Br.551; Julius 1621; d’E.1149; Mers 2024); The Creation of Kingdoms [Souverainetés Données], copper medal, by Andrieu and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. Imperial throne next to a table with a number of crowns upon it, eagle above, 40.5mm. (Br.553; Julius 1625; d’E.1154), both extremely fine or virtually so, but first probably once darkly patinated, the second with edge knock at 4 o’clock (2) £120-150

The Saxon Prince Vitikind was created first duke of Saxony by Charlemagne.

1108 † The Arc de Triomphe du Carrousel, copper medal, by Droz, Brenet and Denon, laur. head r., rev. façade of the Arch, 40.5mm. (Br.557; Julius 1631; d’E.1156), extremely fine £70-90

The Arc de Triomphe du Carrousel was built between 1806 and 1808, on the site of the Palais des Tuileries and commemorates Napoleon’s military victories.

1109 † The Hôtel de Ville, Rouen, silver medal, by Droz, laur. head r., rev. Mercury seated, holding caduceus and up-ended cornucopia, 32mm. (Br.592; Julius 1670; d’E.2291); The Arc de Triomphe du Carrousel, copper medal, by Droz, Brenet and Denon, laur. head r., rev. façade of the Arch, 40.5mm. (Br.557; Julius 1631; d’E.1156), the second extremely fine, the first almost so (2) £120-150

*first ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1950
110 † The Army crosses the Vistula River [Poland], copper medal, by Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, laur. head r., rev. naked, reclining river goddess holds rudder, a French standard behind, 40.5mm. (Br.620; Julius 1714; d’E.1160), extremely fine £120-150

111 † The Battle of Eylau, copper medal, by Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. Napoleon, naked, holding a statuette of Victory, seated on military trophies, 40.5mm. (Br.628; Julius 1728; d’E.1163; Diakov -), small stain behind head at 10 o’clock, extremely fine £70-90

The battle, also known as the Battle of Preussisch-Eylau, between the Grand Armée and the Russians commanded by Count von Bennigsen, was inconclusive.

112 † Napoleon at Osterode [Lower Saxony], [Séjour à Ostérode], copper medal, by Andrieu and Denon, laur. bust of Napoleon r., rev. bare head of Fabius Cunctator (Maximus Fabius) l., 40mm. (Br.631; Julius 1735; d’E.1164); The Battle of Friedland, copper medal, by Andrieu, Galle and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. Napoleon, Apollo, naked, stands over corpses and sheaths his sword, 40mm. (Br.632; Julius 1737; d’E.1165), both extremely fine (2) £120-150

Quintus Fabius Maximus Cunctator, d. 203 BC, Roman commander and statesman, Consul in 233 and 228, famous for his cautious delaying tactics (from whence “Cunctator” meaning “delayer”).
1113 † The Peace of Tilsit [Sovetsk/Sowietsk], East Prussia, copper medal, conjoined laur. busts r., of Napoleon, Alexander I and Friedrich Wilhelm III, rev. the reclining river god Niemen holds out a model of the building where the meeting was held, 40.5mm. (Br.640; Julius 1756; d’E.1173; Diakov 312.1), good extremely fine £180-220

1114 † The Liberation of Danzig, copper medal, by Andrieu and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. figure of Danzig kneels before Napoleon who places a mural crown upon her, 40.5mm. (Br.652; Julius 1767; d’E.1179), almost extremely fine £100-140

Danzig, occupied by 11,000 Russian and Prussian troops, was under siege from 19 March to the 24th May.

1115 † The Restoration of the Duchy of Warsaw, silver medal, by Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. a crown placed on an empty throne, sword and sceptre to either side, 40mm. (Br.653; Julius 1772; d’E.1199), choice extremely fine, toned £320-400

1116 † The Marriage of Jérôme Napoléon, King of Westphalia, to Princess Catharina Frederica of Württemberg, silver medal, by Andrieu and Denon, laur. bust of Napoleon r., rev. two cherubs make a floral chain, 40mm. (Br.662; Julius 1794; d’E.1185), extremely fine £180-220

Princess Catharina (1783-1835) was the second of Jérôme Napoléon’s three wives.
1117 † General Auguste de Marmont, Military and Civil Governor of Split [Spalatro], Croatia, copper medal, by L. Manfredini, plan of the fortified citadel, rev. Dalmatia seated holding wheel and cornucopia (Br.687; Julius 1836), hairline die flaws show on reverse, extremely fine £180-220

* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1960

1118 † The Construction of Locks at Katwijk [Austrian Netherlands], copper medal, by J-P Droz, the river god of the Rhine faces Neptune seated in his sea-chariot, rev. a view of the locks, 47mm. (Br.691; Julius 1848; d'E.2431), extremely fine £80-120

* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1964

1808

1119 † The Establishment of the Imperial University, silver medal, by Gayrard, laur. bust r., rev. Imperial eagle flies with palm branch, 32mm. (Br.716); Tuscany returned to French Rule, copper medal, by Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. Napoleon, as Roman general, receives the figure of Tuscany, bearing gifts, 40.5mm. (Br.721; Julius 1891; d'E.1205), the silver deeply toned, both extremely fine (2) £120-150

The Imperial University was a body charged exclusively with instruction and public education throughout the Empire.
1120 † The Battle of Somosierra [Spain], copper medal, by Brenet and Denon, uniformed bust r., rev. Napoleon in biga crushes Hercules, and toppling the pillars, 40.5mm. (Br.756; Julius 1945; d'E.1216); The French enter Madrid, copper medal, by Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. façade of the Puerta de Alcalá, 40mm. (Br.757; Julius 1947; d'E.1217), both extremely fine (2) £140-180

1121 † Visits to the Mint [Monnaie], by Queen Hortense and Princess Pauline, a pair of small copper medals, by B. Andrieu, Hortense, head r., hair tied up with floral diadem, rev. legend in 4 lines, 22.5mm. (Br.769; Julius 1974; d'E.1218); Pauline, bust l., hair tied up, rev. the Three Graces, 22.5mm. (Br.770; Julius 1977; d'E.1219), both extremely fine with exquisite portraits (2) £70-100

Hortense Eugénie Cécile Bonaparte (1783-1837), Queen Consort of Holland, was both the stepdaughter and sister-in-law of Napoleon (daughter of the Empress Josephine, wife of Louis Napoleon), and was mother of Napoleon III. Princess Pauline Bonaparte (1780-1825) was Napoleon's sister, by now married to Camillo Borghese, 6th Prince of Sulmona.

1809

1122 † The Peace of Presbourg broken by the Austrians; The Battles of Abensberg and Eckmühl, copper medal, by Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, Temple of Janus with central doorway broken open, rev. Napoleon as Roman general, between two displays of military trophies, 40.5mm. (Br.844; Julius 2077; d'E.1231), extremely fine £80-120

The medal for the Peace of Presbourg (lots 64-65) shows the same temple with the sealed doorway. Both battles were fought against the Austrians in Bavaria, Archduke Louis and General Hiller were defeated in the first, whilst Archduke Charles was defeated at Eckmühl by Marshal Davout, upon whom Napoleon conferred the title of Prince of Eckmühl.
1123 † Napoleon’s Journey from Paris to Vienna, copper medal, by Andrieu, the Gate of St. Martin, Paris, rev. the Carinthian Gate [Kärntnertor], 40mm. (Br.847; Julius 2086; d’E.1234); Napoleon at the Schoenbrunn Palace, Vienna, and the British Attack on Antwerp, copper medal, by Domard, Depaulis and Denon, Jupiter enthroned, rev. standing figure of Antwerp, her foot on an ancient galley, 40mm. (Br 870; Julius 2128; d’E 1247), both extremely fine (2) £120-160

1124 † The Union of Rome with France, copper medals (2), by Andrieu and Denon, laur. bust r., revs. (i) river god of the Tiber, (ii), this by Depaulis, conjoined busts l., of Roma and Paris, 40mm. (Br.848/849; Julius 2088/2092; d’E.1235/1237); with a once gilt uniface striking of the reverse of the first, 41mm., the medals extremely fine, the last almost so (3) £150-200

1125 † The Battle of Raab [Győr], copper medal, by Andrieu, Dubois and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. the god of Raab reclines, his arm on a barrel, 40.5mm. (Br.854; Julius 2102; d’E.1239); The Battle of Essling and Crossing the Danube, copper medal, by Brenet and Denon, river god destroys pontoons, rev. the army marches over bridge, Victory flies overhead, 40.5mm. (Br.859; Julius 2106; d’E.1244), extremely fine (2) £120-160
The Battle of Wagram, the Austrian army defeated, silver medal, by Andrieu and Galle, laur. bust r., rev. Hercules defeats a giant and rescues Victory, 40mm. (Br.860; Julius 2107; d’E.1242), toned, almost extremely fine £280-320

The battle was fought near to the small town of Deutsch-Wagram, some 10 miles northeast of Vienna.

The Battle of Wagram, copper medal, by L. Manfredini, crowned bust r., rev. Victory with thunderbolt and palm branch, 42mm. (Br.862; Julius 2112; d’E.1243), some slight stains, good very fine £70-100

The Opening of the Canal de l’Ourck, copper medal, by Andrieu and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. seated figure of Paris, holding cornucopia, water nymphs to either side, 40mm. (Br.868; Julius 2122); Messageries Impériales, octagonal copper jeton, by Droz, laur. bust r., rev. Mercury with caduceus seated in winged chariot, 35.5mm. (Br.923; Julius 2219), both extremely fine, the first choice (2) £100-140

* second ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1987

The canal was intended to provide water transport avoiding the Seine whilst also bringing water to Paris.
1129 † The Conquest of Illyria, copper medal, by Andrieu, Depaulis and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. cow, head turned, with suckling calf, club of Hercules above, 40mm. (Br.879; Julius 2152; d’E.1249), choice extremely fine £80-120

Austria ceded Carinthia, Carniola, part of Croatia, Gorizia and Trieste to France and they, together with Italian Dalmatia and Ragusa, were amalgamated into the Illyrian Provinces. The reverse design was copied from the ancient Greek coinage of Illyria.

1810

1130 † The Proxy Marriage of Napoleon and Marie Louise, Archduchess of Austria, silver medal, by F. Stuckhart, conjoined bust of the couple l., vis-à-vis with Franz II and Maria Theresa of Naples and Sicily, rev. Concordia seated with two linked cornucopiae, 33mm. (Br.844; Julius 2252), light scuff-marks, good very fine £150-200

At 5.30pm on the 11th March, 1810, Marie-Louise married Napoleon by proxy in Vienna, with Archduke Charles standing in for Napoleon.

1131 † The Proxy Marriage of Napoleon and Marie Louise, silver medal, by von F. Stuckhart and (rev.) A. Guillemand, busts vis-à-vis, he laureate, she with diadem and hair tied up, rev. Hymen carrying a lighted torch places wreath over crowned shield, 47mm. (Br.945; Julius 2255; d’E.1282; Montenuovo 2371), extremely fine £250-300
### 1132 † The Marriage of Napoleon and Marie Louise, in Paris, copper medal, by Andrieu, J. Jouannin and Denon, conjoined busts r., he laureate, she diademed, rev. the couple in Roman costume stand by flaming altar, 40.5mm. (Br.952; Julius 2261; d’E.1286); another, similar but smaller and by Galle and (rev.) Droz and Denon, 27mm. (Br.955; Julius 2264; d’E.1289), this extremely fine, the first virtually so (2) £120-150

### 1133 † The Marriage of Napoleon and Marie Louise, in Paris, silver medal, by Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, conjoined busts r., he laureate, she diademed, rev. the couple in Roman costume stand by flaming altar, 32mm. (Br.954; d’E.1288); a miniature variety, silver, by Andrieu and Galle, 14mm. (Br.956; Julius 2267; d’E.1290), the latter toned, both extremely fine (2) £100-140

### 1134 † The Marriage of Napoleon and Marie Louise, silver Tribute Medal of the City of Lyon, by Mercié, conjoined busts l., he laureate, she diademed, within thick wreath, legend around, rev. standing figure of Lyon holding presentation shield on altar, OB FELICITATEM HYMENAEI AVG, 49mm. (Br.960; Julius 2271; d’E.1310), nearly extremely fine £200-250

### 1135 † Marie Louise, miniature portrait medals, copper (2), by Andrieu, both diademed bust r., revs. (i) blank, the medal entirely without legend, (ii) by Brenet, semi-draped reclining figure of Fortune, VIA DA LUCCA A PISA, obverse with Greek legend, both 23mm., extremely fine (2) £70-90
1136 † The Grand Duke Ferdinand of Würzburg, Visit to the Paris Mint, copper medal, by Brenet, bust r., rev. legend in 7 lines, 33.5mm. (Br.968; Julius 2282), slight ghosting of the reverse legend, extremely fine £70-100

* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 1994


1137 † The Monument for General Desaix, copper medal, by Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. a naked Desaix rests his hand on an Egyptian column, an Egyptian head at his feet, 40mm. (Br.976; Julius 1398; d’E.1321); Orphelines de la Légion d’Honneur, copper medal, by Andrieu, Depaulis and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. a girl, book in hand, rests against a monument, 40.5mm. (Br.980; Julius 2311; d’E.1315); Promotion of Science and Art, smaller copper medal, unsigned, laur. bust l., rev. seated figure of Minerva, 33mm. (Br.988; Julius 2326, silver), all extremely fine (3) £150-200

Napoleon established the “maisons d’éducation de la Légion d’honneur” for the education of girls whose father, grandfather or great-grandfather had been awarded the Légion d’honneur.

1138 † Obsequies for the Duc de Montebello, large copper medal, by Galle, laur. head l., rev. legend in 20 lines, NAPOLEON A LA MEMOIRE DU DUC DE MONTEBELLO…, 67.5mm. (Br.971; Julius 2289; d’E.1314), extremely fine £120-150

Jean Lannes, 1st Duke of Montebello (1769–1809), Marshal of France and Napoleon’s most daring and talented general who commanded the advance guard when crossing the Alps in 1800 and was instrumental in winning the Battle of Montebello.
1139 † **The First Decade of the 19th Century**, large copper medal, by Andrieu, Minerva seated holding out a wreath, another on her lap, *rev.* laurel wreath and beaded border, centre blank for naming, 67.5mm. (cf. Br.987, Julius 2321; d’E.1326), *extremely fine* £100-140

1140 † **The Birth of the King of Rome**, silver medal, by Andrieu and Denon, conjoined busts of Napoleon and Marie Louise r., *rev.* head of the infant Prince l., 41mm. (Br.1091; Julius 2432; d’E.1335), *extremely fine* £220-260

Napoléon François Joseph Charles Bonaparte (1811–1832), King of Rome, Duke of Reichstadt and Napoleon II.

1141 † **The Birth of the King of Rome**, copper medal, by Andrieu and Denon, conjoined busts of Napoleon and Marie Louise r., *rev.* head of the infant Prince l., 41mm. (Br.1091; Julius 2432; d’E.1335); another, by Andrieu, Jouannin and Denon, *obv.* as *rev.* of first, *rev.* Marie Louise stands with the child in her arms, 40.5mm. (Br.1099; Julius 2431; d’E.1343), *extremely fine* (2) £70-100
1142 †  The Baptism of the King of Rome, large copper medal, by Andrieu, Napoleon holds the infant aloft over font, rev. legend within double border of mural crowns naming towns, 68mm. (Br.1125; Julius 2462; d’E.1360), extremely fine £100-140
* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004, lot 2007

1143 †  The Baptism of the King of Rome, large glazed bronzed soft metal squeeze, Napoleon holds the infant aloft over font, 68mm. (Br.1125; Julius 2462; d’E.1360); The Lawyers [Notaires] of Rouen, silver medal, by Jaley, laur. head r., rev. Justice seated at a table, 35mm. (Br.1142; Julius 2487; d’E.2294); The Athenaeum at Vaucluse, copper prize medal, by Andrieu, naked goddess reclines at entrance to a grotto, rev. wreath, centre blank for naming, 42mm. (Br.1144, rev.), the second toned, extremely fine (3) £100-140
1144 † Napoleon, Strasburg and the Peace of Vienna, 1809, soft metal squeeze of the obverse, by J-P Droz, 68mm. (Br.880; Julius 2155), very fine; restrike copper medals (2), Entry into Munich, 1800, by Andrieu and Gatteaux, 59mm. (Br.56; Julius 828; d’E.843); The Union of Rome with France, 1809, by Andrieu, Depaulis and Denon, 40mm. (Br.849; Julius 2092; d’E.1237), extremely fine (3) £70-90

The obverse of the squeeze was used on several medals.

1145 † The Capture of Wilna [Vilnius], copper medal, by Andrieu, laur. bust r., rev. two Polish soldiers surrendering their arms to Napoleon, 40.5mm. (Br.1156; Julius 2515; d’E.1367; Zeitz 125), extremely fine £150-200
1146 † The French at the Dnieper River [Borysthenes], copper medal, by Andrieu, Brandt and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. river god seated by urn, French standard behind, 40.5mm. (Br.1158; Julius 2519; d’E.1369), choice extremely fine £120-150

1147 † The Battle of Borodino - the Battle for Moscow, copper medal, by Andrieu, Jeuffroy and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. hussar charges down enemy grenadiers, BATAILLE DE LA MOSKOWA, 40.5mm. (Br.1162; Julius 2528; d’E.1370), extremely fine £150-200

1148 † The Battle of Borodino - the Battle for Moscow, larger copper medal, by J-P Droz, laur. bust r., rev. Hercules and the battle of giants, BATAILLE DE LA MOSKOWA, 55mm. (Br.1163; Julius 2530; d’E.1371), minor surface nicks on obverse, extremely fine £180-220

1149 † The Entry into Moscow, copper medal, by Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. view of the Kremlin buildings, with French standard, ENTRÉE A MOSCOU, 40.5mm. (Br.1164; Julius 2532; d’E.1372), extremely fine £180-220
1150 † **Crossing the Volga River**, copper medal, by Andrieu, Michaut and Denon, laur. bust r., *rev.* river god clears the river of a menacing sturgeon, before the French standard, 40.5mm. (Br.1166; Julius 2532; d’E.1375; Zeitz 127), *almost extremely fine* £140-180

1151 † **The École des Beaux-Arts, Rome**, copper medal, by N. Gatteaux, helmeted head of Minerva l., within wreath, outer border of emblems of the arts and music, *rev.* Napoleon enthroned in his Milan coronation robes, holding out a wreath, 59mm. (Br.1178; Julius 2558; Zeitz 131), *extremely fine* £150-200

The school was an extension of those established by Napoleon in Paris and other French cities. The medal was not finished and struck until May, 1814, after Louis XVIII’s return to Paris.

1813

1152 † **The Battle of Bautzen [Wurschen, Wurtchen]**, copper medal, by Depaulis, Brenet and Denon, uniformed bust r., *rev.* stack of muskets, flags and military emblems around, 40.5mm. (Br.1232; Julius 2635; d’E.1400; Zeitz 133), *extremely fine* £120-150

Fought against a combined Russian and Prussian army, the battle was claimed as a tactical victory for the French.
1153 † Conseil de Prud’Homme, Rouen, octagonal silver jeton, by M. Tiolier, laur. bust l., rev. seated figure of Justice, 32.5mm. (Br.1312; d’E.2296; Julius 2769); The Monument on Mount Cenis [Moncenisio], copper medal, by Andrieu, Brenet and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. the mountain with monumental Imperial Eagle on top, 40.5mm. (Br.1233; Julius 2637; d’E.1404), extremely fine, the silver deeply toned (2) £140-180

1154 † The Battle of Leipzig, silvered-brass jeton, by Stettner, uniformed busts of Franz I of Austria and Alexander I of Russia, rev. vis-à-vis, eagle hovers over cityscape, the battle fought out before it, 33mm. (Br.1259; Julius 2814; Diakov 368.2), extremely fine £70-100

1155 † Napoleon’s Departure for St. Cloud, copper medal, by Brenet and Denon, uniformed bust r., rev. Napoleon, as Roman general, says farewell to Marie Louise and Paris, who holds the King of Rome, 41mm. (Br.1333; Julius 2827; d’E.1434), choice extremely fine £80-120

1156 † The Battle of Champaubert, copper medal, by Brenet and Denon, uniformed bust r., rev. Hercules fights off three foes, 40.5mm. (Br.1341; Julius 2827; d’E.1437), extremely fine £80-120

The Battle of Champaubert was the opening engagement of the Six Days campaign, fought against the Russians and Prussians. The latter were commanded by General Olssufiev who was captured and ended the day dining with Napoleon.
1157 † Four English medals, from Mudie’s National Series, copper, each 41mm.; England gives Peace to the World, by G. Mills and Dubois, Prince Regent l., rev. seated Britannia hands laurel branch to figure of the World (BHM.776; Br.1438; d’E.1488); The Duke of Cambridge – the English Re-enter Hanover, by T. Webb and Barre, bust three-quarters l., rev. Britannia feeds two Hanovarian horses (BHM.777; Br.1489); The Battle of Toulouse, by Brenet, Britannia in Corinthian helmet, rev. Wellington with trophies and flag (BHM.789; Br.1384; d’E.1457); 1815: The British Army in the Netherlands, by Depaulis and La Fitte, bull stands before Brussels, rev. river god of the Scheld, galley beyond (BHM.867; Br.1607; d’E.1580), extremely fine (4) £120-160

The full series of all 40 of Mudie’s medals are described in British Historical Medals, no. 1057.

1158 † Louis XVIII, his arrival at Calais; The Entry into Paris, copper medals, by Andrieu and Brenet, both bare head r., rev. (i) France greets the King’s ship, (ii) as Roman general, his chariot is greeted, 40.5mm. (Br.1406/10; Julius 2919/31; d’E.1465/8), extremely fine (2) £80-120
1159 † Alexander I of Russia, Visit to Paris, copper medal, by Andrieu and Denon, laur. bust r., rev. Victory, seated, writes on tablet, 40.5mm. (Br.1464; Julius 3015; Diakov 378.1; d’E.1518), extremely fine £150-200

1160 † Friedrich Wilhelm III of Prussia, Visit to the Mint, copper medal, by Gayrard and Denon, uniformed bust l., rev. legend in 5 lines, 40.5mm. (Br.1466; Julius 3018; d’E.1520; Marienb. 3736), extremely fine £60-80

1815

1161 † Napoleon, Exile on Elba, copper medals, (i), by Brenet and Denon, uniformed bust r., (ii), by Droz, Brenet and Denon, laur. bust r., both revs. semi draped figure of Fortune sits on rocky seashore watched by an eagle, zodiac signs on border around, edge plain, 41mm. (Br.1583/4; Julius 3274/3275; d’E.1560), both extremely fine (2) £140-180
1162 † Napoleon Lands at the Golfe-Juan, small copper medal, by Droz and Denon, laur. head l., rev. memorial, 26.5mm. (Br.1590; Julius 3280; d’E.1562); The March on Paris, copper medal, by Brenet and Denon, Imperial eagle with distant sky-line of Elba, rev. peasant and grenadier greet Napoleon, 40.5mm. (Br.1591; Julius 3282; d’E.1564); The Champ de Mai, miniature silver medal, unsigned, laur. head r., rev. Imperial eagle, 13mm. (Br.1632; Julius 3325; d’E.1579), last very fine and toned, other two extremely fine (3) £120-160

1163 † The Return from Elba and March on Paris, a pair of copper medals, by J. B. Merlen, clasped hands over fleet, Imperial eagle to fore, rev. legend in 4 lines in wreath, 38mm. (Br.1594/5; Julius 3286/7; d’E.1567), signed (Br.1594) on thin flan, unsigned (Br.1595) on thicker 4mm. flan, both extremely fine (2) £120-160

1164 † The Champ de Mai and the Constitution, copper medal, by Brenet and Denon, uniformed bust r., rev. elaborate elevated stage, 40mm. (Br.1628; Julius 3323; d’E.1576); another, copper medal, by Depaulis, Brenet and Denon, uniformed bust r., rev. Roman and modern soldier point to monument, Napoleon as Roman general stands to other side, 40.5mm. (Br.1631; Julius 3324; d’E.1578), extremely fine (2) £120-160
1165 † **Napoleon – the Second Abdication**, copper medal, by Brenet and Denon, uniformed bust r., *rev.* Napoleon, his son by his side, says farewell to Marie Louise, 40.5mm. (Br.1664; Julius 3392; d’E.1620), *choice extremely fine* £70-100

1166 † **Louis XVIII, Second Entry into Paris**, copper medal, by Andrieu and Gayrard, bare head r., *rev.* Paris leads the king who stands in a quadriga, *FELIX TEMPORVM REPARATIO*, 50.5mm. (Br.1684; Julius 3423; d’E.1629), *extremely fine* £70-100

1167 † **Napoleon at St. Helena**, copper medal, by T. Webb and G. Mills, uniformed bust r., *rev.* Napoleon, head in hand, converses with History, 41mm. (BHM.891; Br.1710), *extremely fine* £60-80

1168 † **The Peace of Paris**, silver medal, unsigned, standing figure of Peace, setting light to a pile of military trophies, *rev.* *FRIEDE DER VERBÜNDETEN* ..., 39mm. (Br.1717; Julius 3463), *possibly once mounted, very fine* £120-150

* ex David Herman Collection, UBS Auction 58, 27-30 January, 2004 (lot 2046)
Other related pieces

1169 † Napoleon, 1st Consul, copper jeton, by Jalley, bust l., rev. legend around wreath, lettered edge, AVX SCIENCEC * A LA PATRIE, 25.5mm.; brass jetons (3), Napoleon, c. 1800, FRIEDE UND GLUK, 24mm.; Napoleon, 1814, led by the Devil, seated backwards on an ass, 25mm.; Blücher, 1814, 24.5mm., first two very fine, latter nearly so but both pierced (4) £40-60

1170 † 1821, Napoleon, Death at St. Helena, copper medal, unsigned, bust l., in clouds, lifted on eagle’s back, rev. legend in 8 lines, 40.5mm. (Br.1845); white metal medal, by Thomason & Jones, bust r., within wreath, rev. legend of biographical details in 36 lines, 54mm. (Julius 3735; d’E.1678), both extremely fine, the first choice (2) £60-80

1171 † 1832, The Death of the Duc de Reichstadt [Napoleon II, the King of Rome], copper medal, by Bauchery, death mask of Napoleon three-quarters r., rev. Napoleon, seated in clouds with eagle, welcomes his son, 51mm. (Br.1896; Julius 3871), extremely fine £70-90
1172 † 1833, The Re-installation of Napoleon’s Statue, to the column in the Place Vendôme, small silver medal, by Montagny, the statue, rev. legend, 23mm. (Br.1907); another, larger copper medal, statues of Napoleon to either side, as himself and as Roman general, 55mm. (Br.1912; Julius 3895); 1840, Return of Napoleon’s body to Les Invalides, small copper medals (2), by Montagny, revs. tomb, montage of journey, 27mm. (Br.1982/8); 1852, Louis Napoleon and Napoleon, small copper medal, by Borrel, double portrait, 26.5mm. (Br.2036), all extremely fine (5) £100-140

1173 † 1836, The Completion of the Arc de Triomphe, copper medal, by Montagny, busts of Napoleon and Louis Philippe vis-à-vis, rev. façade of the arch, 52mm. (Br.1955); miniature silver medals (2), one similar, one obv. laur. bust of Napoleon r., 17mm. (Julius 3959/3162, 3962), all extremely fine (3) £80-120
1174 † 1838, Napoleon, Tribute Medal, copper, by Caqué, uniformed bust r., rev. legend in 12 lines, 51mm. (Br.1975); 1840, The Tomb at St. Helena, by Bovy, uniformed bust l., rev. sentry guards tomb, 41mm.; 1840, Napoleon's body leaves St. Helena, copper medal, by Bovy, 51mm., panorama of the island with boat sailing away, rev. legend, 51mm (Br.1985), extremely fine or nearly so, reverse of last stained (3) £80-120

1175 † 1840, Napoleon's body leaves St. Helena, 20th century re-strike of the larger medal, 68mm., extremely fine, matt surface; Napoleon's body passes through Rouen, pewter medal, laur. head on pillow, rev. the barge passes through draped bridge, 64mm. (Br.1980; d'E.1687), cast with suspension loop and extra metal flaw at base, fine; Arrival of the body at Les Invalides, Paris, gilt-bronze medal, by Montagny, laur. head r., rev. montage of the events of the journey, 52.5mm. (Br.1986), very fine (3) £70-100
1176 † Arrival of the body at Les Invalides, Paris, copper medal, by Montagny, variety of previous, laur. head r., rev. montage of the events of the journey, 52.5mm. (Br.1993/1986); another, by Montagny and Bovy, laur. head r., rev. conjoined busts of France and Napoleon, battles and emblems arranged all around, 52.5mm. (Br.1993), both extremely fine (2) £80-120

The Dr Christian C. Jones Collection of Coins and Medals of Romania (part 1)
The second part of this fine collection will be sold in our forthcoming sale on 18 November.

Romanian Coins

1177 † Carol I, as prince (1866-1881), 5 lei (4), 1880B(3), 1881B (SS.018/018a/023; KM.12), about very fine to good very fine (4) £200-250

1178 † Carol I, as prince, 2 lei (6), 1872, 1873, 1875(2), 1876, 1881V (SS.007/010/012/015/022; KM.8/15), fine to very fine (6) £150-200

1179 † Carol I, as prince, leu, 1870C, bust l., rev. value and date within wreath, wt. 4.98gms. (SS.005; KM.6), good extremely fine £400-500
1180 † Carol I, as prince, leu, 1870C, bust l., rev: value and date within wreath, wt. 5.01gms. (SS.005; KM.6), extremely fine
* ex Ponterio Auction 124, 18-19 January 2003, lot 2245
£300-400

1181 † Carol I, as prince, leu (3), 1873, 1874, 1881V (SS.009/011/021; KM.10/14), very fine or better, the first cleaned (3)
£100-120

1182 † Carol I, as prince, pattern 50 bani, 1869, struck in white metal, bust r., rev. value within wreath, wt. 2.17gms. (SS.011:1.5; KM.Pn17), flan flaw on reverse, otherwise about as struck, very rare
£1000-1200

1183 † Carol I, as prince, 50 bani (3), 1873, 1876, 1881V (SS.008/013/020; KM.9/13), fine to very fine, the first scratched (3)
£100-120

1184 † Carol I, as prince, 10 bani (2), 1867W, 1867H (SS.004/004a; KM.4.2/4.1), the first good very fine, the second uncirculated with original colour (2)
£100-120

1185 † Carol I, as prince, proof 5 bani, 1867W (SS.003; KM.3.2); 5 bani, 1867H (SS.003a; KM.3.1), both about as struck, the first toned (2)
£150-200

1186 † Carol I, as prince, 2 bani (2), 1867W, 1867H (SS.002/002a; KM.2.2/2.1), both uncirculated, the second with full original colour (2)
£100-120

1187 † Carol I, as prince, 2 bani (3), 1879B, 1880B, 1881B (SS.016b/017/019; KM.11.1/11.2), fine to about extremely fine (3)
£150-200
1188 † Carol I, as prince, banu, 1867H (SS.001a; KM.1.1), uncirculated with full original colour
£80-100

1189 † Carol I, as prince, banu (2), 1867W, 1867H (SS.001/001a; KM.1.2/1.1), the first lacquered otherwise extremely fine, the second uncirculated with full original colour (2)
£100-120

1190 † Carol I (1881-1914), 100 lei, 1906, old bust l., rev. young bust l., wt. 32.19gms. (SS.067; KM.40), some contact marks, otherwise extremely fine, scarce
£2000-2500

1191 † Carol I, 100 lei, 1906, old bust l., rev. young bust l., wt. 32.24gms. (SS.067; KM.40), some scratches and other marks, otherwise good very fine, scarce
£1500-2000

1192 † Carol I, 50 lei, 1906, uniformed bust l., rev. king on horseback r., wt. 16.08gms. (SS.066; KM.39), some minor marks, otherwise extremely fine
£1000-1200
1193 † Carol I, piedfort pattern 50 lei, 1906, struck in pewter, uniformed bust l., rev. king on horseback r., wt. 19.53gms. (SS.063:1.14; KM.Pn144), a few minor marks, extremely fine and very rare
£2000-2500

1194 † Carol I, 25 lei, 1906, uniformed bust l., rev. crowned eagle, value below, wt. 8.06gms. (SS.065; KM.38), tiny edge bruise, otherwise good extremely fine
£600-800

1195 † Carol I, 25 lei, 1906, uniformed bust l., rev. crowned eagle, value below, wt. 8.06gms. (SS.065; KM.38), minor marks in fields, otherwise extremely fine
£400-500
1196 † Carol I, 20 lei, 1883 B, bust l., rev. crowned arms dividing date, wt. 6.43gms. (SS.030; KM.20), extremely fine £200-250

1197 † Carol I, 20 lei, 1890 B, bust l., rev. crowned arms dividing date, wt. 6.44gms. (SS.039; KM.20), tooled below bust, otherwise about extremely fine £200-250

1198 † Carol I, 20 lei, 1906, old bust l., rev. young bust l., wt. 6.42gms. (SS.064; KM.37), small scrape on reverse, good very fine £250-300

1199 † Carol I, 12½ lei, 1906, uniformed bust l., rev. crowned eagle, value below, wt. 4.02gms. (SS.063; KM.36), extremely fine £300-400

1200 † Carol I, 12½ lei, 1906, uniformed bust l., rev. crowned eagle, value below, wt. 4.02gms. (SS.063; KM.36), some light scratches, otherwise extremely fine £200-250

1201 † Carol I, 5 lei, 1881 B, bust l., rev. crowned arms dividing value, lettered edge, wt. 24.96gms. (SS.024b; KM.17.1), good very fine £200-250

1202 † Carol II, 5 lei (6), 1882B, 1883B, 1884B, 1885B, 1901B, 1906 (SS.027/029a/034/038/054/062; KM.17.1/17.2/35), fine to very fine (6) £250-300
1203 † Carol I, 2 lei, 1901, bust l., rev. crowned arms dividing value, wt. 9.87gms. (SS.053; KM.25), 
some contact marks, only fine but very rare
£250-300

1204 † Carol I, proof 2 lei, 1910, bust l., rev. peasant woman walking r., wt. 9.95gms. (SS.070; 
KM.43), brilliant mint state, rare
£600-800

1205 † Carol I, 2 lei (3), 1894(2), 1900 (SS.042/050; KM.25), very fine and about very fine, one with 
scratches and edge knocks (3)
£100-120

1206 † Carol I, 2 lei (4), 1910, 1911, 1912, 1914 (SS.070/073/076/079; KM.43), fine to extremely 
fine (4)
£100-120

1207 † Carol I, leu, 1885B, bust l., rev. crowned arms dividing, wt. 4.97gms. (SS.037; KM.22), 
extremely fine
£250-300

1208 † Carol I, leu, 1901, bust l., rev. crowned arms dividing value, wt. 5.01gms. (SS.052; KM.24), 
extremely fine
£100-120

1209 † Carol I, leu, 1906, old bust l., rev. young bust l., wt. 4.98gms. (SS.061a; KM.34), 
uncirculated
£100-120
1210 † Carol I, proof leu, 1910, bust l., rev. peasant woman walking r., wt. 5.03gms. (SS.069; KM.42), brilliant mint state, rare
£400-500

1211 † Carol I, leu (5), 1884B, 1894(2), 1900, 1901 (SS.033/041/049/052; KM.22/24), fine to about extremely fine, one 1894 scratched across bust (5)
£100-120

1212 † Carol I, leu (4), 1900, 1906(2), 1914 (SS.049/061a/078; KM.24/34/42), very fine to good extremely fine, the first scratched (4)
£100-120

1213 † Carol I, leu (4), 1906, 1910, 1912, 1914 (SS.061a/069a/075/078; KM.34/42), extremely fine or better (4)
£120-150

1214 † Carol I, leu (3), 1911, 1912, 1914 (SS.072/075/078; KM.42), about extremely fine or better (3)
£100-120

1215 † Carol I, 50 bani, 1884B, bust l., rev. value and date within wreath, wt. 2.48gms. (SS.032; KM.21), extremely fine
£100-120

1216 † Carol I, 50 bani, 1901, bust l., rev. value and date within wreath, wt. 2.50gms. (SS.051; KM.23), good extremely fine
£150-200

1217 † Carol I, proof 50 bani, 1910, bust l., rev. crown above olive branch, wt. 2.51gms. (SS.068; KM.41), brilliant uncirculated, rare
£300-400

1218 † Carol I, 50 bani (2), 1894, 1900 (SS.040/048; KM.23), good very fine and about extremely fine (2)
£80-100

1219 † Carol I, 50 bani (4), 1900, 1910, 1911, 1914 (SS.048/068/071/077; KM.23/41), very fine to good extremely fine (4)
£100-120

1220 † Carol I, 50 bani (4), 1910, 1911, 1912, 1914 (SS.068/071a/074/077a; KM.41), good very fine to good extremely fine (4)
£120-150

1221 † Carol I, 20 bani, 1900 (SS.047a; KM.30); 10 bani, 1900 (SS.046; KM.29); 5 bani (3), 1882B, 1883B, 1885B (SS.026/028/035; KM.19), fine to very fine, the first damaged (5)
£150-200

1222 † Carol I, 20 bani (3), 1905, 1906, 1906J (SS.057/060/060a; KM.33); 10 bani (2), 1905, 1906J (SS.056/059a; KM.32); 5 bani (3), 1905, 1906, 1906J (SS.055/058/058a; KM.31), fine to extremely fine (8)
£100-120
1223 † Carol I, pattern 10 bani, 1905], struck in nickel, ROMANIA on banner, crown above, rev. value and date (SS.051; KM.Pn74), about as struck, in plastic holder, graded by ANACS as MS65, rare

£250-300

1224 † Carol I, pattern 10 bani, 1905, struck in gilt bronze, ROMANIA on banner, crown above, rev. laurel and oak branches, value above and date below, no central hole, wt. 4.97gms. (SS.054:1.11; KM.Pn72), good extremely fine, rare

£300-400

1225 † Carol I, 10 bani, 1906, ROMANIA on banner, crown above, rev. value and date, wt. 3.86gms. (SS.059; KM.32), uncirculated, rare in this condition

£120-150

1226 † Carol I, 5 bani, 1884B, bust l., rev. crowned arms, wt. 4.94gms. (SS.031; KM.19), extremely fine and toned

£100-120

1227 † Carol I, 5 bani, 1900, crown and date within wreath, globe and cross above crown tilted to l., rev. value, wt. 2.98gms. (SS.045a; KM.28), uncirculated, rare

£300-400

1228 † Carol I, 2 bani (2), 1882B, 1900B (SS.025/044; KM.18/27); ban, 1900B (SS.043a; KM.26), the first slightly bent, very fine, the other two about uncirculated with mint lustre (3)

£150-200

1229 † Carol I, ban, 1888B, bust l., rev. crowned arms, wt. 0.94gms. (SS.p.45, 039:1.1; KM.A18a), extremely fine, very rare

£1000-1200
**Romanian Commemorative Medals**

1230 † **Prince Alexander Ghica**, Childbirth Institute, 1839, bronze medal, eye in triangle surrounded by rays, *rev.* shield of arms upon crowned mantle, 45mm. (cf. Buz. p.46), *extremely fine*  
£300-350

1231 † **Restoration of the Metropolitan Church**, 1858, silver medal, view of church, *rev.* heraldic eagle above inscription within laurel wreath, 64mm. (Buz. pp.49 & 236), *extremely fine*  
£500-550  
*ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 1, lot 771*

1232 † **Founding of St. Pantelimon Hospital**, 1858, bronze medal, inscription beneath eye within triangle surrounded by rays, *rev.* shield of arms upon crowned mantle, 46mm. (Buz. p.236), *extremely fine*  
£300-350
1233 † Alexander John Cuza, Fusion of the Romanian Armies, 1859, silver medal, bust of Cuza three quarters r., in parade uniform, rev. inscription (the meeting of the Romanian armies at Socola) around date 14 April 1859, 54mm. (Buz. p.54 var.), about extremely fine, rare £500-550
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 3, lot 411

1234 † Elena Doamna Asylum for Abandoned and Orphaned Children, 1862, gilt bronze medal, view of building, rev. inscription above shield of arms of Alexander John Cuza, 51mm. (Buz. p.56), good very fine £250-300

1235 † Elena Doamna Asylum for Abandoned and Orphaned Children, 1862, bronze medal, view of building, rev. inscription above shield of arms of Alexander John Cuza, 51mm. (Buz. p.56), good extremely fine with lustre and toning £300-350
1236 † Romanian Arms Manufactory, 1863, view of building above coat of arms upon crowned mantle, rev. inscription in 8 lines, 50mm. (Buz. pp.59 & 237), lacquered, surface marks, otherwise about extremely fine £250-300
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 1, lot 774

1237 † Alexander John Cuza, Regional Agricultural Exhibition at Iasi, silver medal, 1865, by A. Pittner, bust of Cuza l., rev. inscription within garland, 59mm. (Buz. p.239), good very fine, very rare £500-550
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 4, lot 1182

1238 † United Principalities of Romania, Bucharest Horticultural Exposition, silver medal, 1866, female figure threequarters l., holding flag and branch, date 11 February below, rev. inscription (honour and promotion of agriculture and industry), within garland, 60mm. (Buz. p.64), extremely fine, extremely rare £400-450
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 2?, lot 676
1239 † Carol I, Agricultural Congress in Romania, silver medal, 1867, bust of Carol I l., rev. inscription (honour to the cultivators) within garland, 58mm. (Buz. p.238), extremely fine £450-500
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 1, lot 776

1240 † Carol I, Agricultural Congress in Romania, silver medal, 1868, by Leisek, bare head l., rev. inscription (honour to the cultivators) within garland, 58mm. (Buz. p.238), toned, extremely fine £500-550
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 2?, lot 1035

1241 † Carol I, Church of St. John, 1868, bronze medal, by Kullrich, bare head l., rev. inscription in 11 lines (the church of St. John, founded in 1868 with the subsidy of Mr. Ioan St. Grecescu in memory of his uncle C.P. Grecescu), 40mm. (Buz. p.238), extremely fine £150-200
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 4, lot 1185
1242 † Carol I, Reconstruction of St. Pantelimon Hospice, 1868, bronze medal, by W. Kullrich, bare head l., rev. inscription in 9 lines (built in 1750 by Grigorie Ghica Voda, reconstructed 27 July 1868), 40mm. (Buz. pp.66 & 238), about extremely fine £120-150
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 1, lot 777

1243 † Carol I, Agricultural Congress in Romania, silver medal, 1869, by A. Beer/Carniol, bare head l., rev. inscription (honor to the cultivators) within garland, 58mm. (Buz. p.239), toned, about extremely fine, very rare £500-550
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 3, lot 413

1244 † Inauguration of Braila Harbour Docks, 1872, copper medal, view of the docks, rev. inscription in 15 lines (founded in 1872 in times of Carol I, president of council and internal ministers L. Cartargi), 50mm. (Buz. p.239), about extremely fine, rare £350-400
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 3, lot 414
1245 † **Construction of the Docks**, 1873, bronze medal, anchor surmounting inscription surrounded by further inscription and wreath (construction of the docks in the reign of Carol I in the year 1873), *rev.* inscription in 5 lines within wreath (the public works are monuments to the people – honour to those who protect them), 51mm. (Buz. p.240), *good very fine* £250-300

1246 † **Carol I**, pattern silver medal, undated (1870s?), bare head l., *rev.* **BENE MERENTI** within wreath, 43mm. (Buz. -), *toned, extremely fine* £500-550

* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 3, lot 447

1247 † **Carol I**, Romanian Independence, 1881, bronze medal, by W. Kullrich, bust l., *rev.* female figure representing Victory against the Turks, with crown and inscribed shield, representations of battle scenes and triumph of the Romanian armies around, 85mm. (Buz. p.69 & 241), *extremely fine* £250-300
1248 † Carol I, Proclamation, 1881, bronze medal, by W. Kullrich, bare head l., rev. proclamation inscription on tablet with crown on each side, legend around, 58mm., toned, extremely fine £120-150

1249 † Carol I, Agricultural and Industrial Competition, 1881, silver medal, by W. Kullrich, bare head l., rev. inscription within garland, 59mm. (Buz. p.242), good very fine £220-250

1250 † Carol I, Inauguration of Peles Castle, the new royal palace, 1883, bronze medal, by W. Kullrich, conjoined heads of Carol I and Elisabeth l., rev. view of the castle, 58mm. (Buz. pp71 & 242), about extremely fine £200-250
1251 † Carol I, Restoration of Curtea of Arges monastery, 1886, bronze medal, by Kullrich and Fessler, conjoined heads of Carol I and Elisabeth I, rev. view of the monastery, 58mm. (Buz. pp.72 & 243), extremely fine £150-200

1252 † Foundation of the Romanian Athenæum Palace, 1886, bronze medal, by Fessler, 25 JANUARIE 1865, ATHENEUL ROMAN BUCURESCI around, rev. inscription referring to the laying of the foundation stone, 1886, 55mm. (Buz. pp.84-5 & 243), extremely fine £100-120

1253 † The Romanian Athenæum, 1889, bronze medal, view of the Athenæum, rev. CONSACRAT SCHINTEI LITERILOR, plan of the building, 67mm. (Buz.-), extremely fine £120-150

* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 1, lot 782
1254 † **Turnu Severin High School**, Laying of the foundation stone, 1890, bronze medal, by Carl Rott, Romanian shield of arms, *rev*. inscription referring to the laying of the foundation stone around depiction of remains of Trajan’s bridge across the Danube, 60mm. (Buz. p.244), *good very fine* £100-120

1255 † **Carol I**, 25 years of reign, 1891, silvered bronze medal, by P. Telge, bare head l., *rev*. allegorical figures with vignettes representing the achievements of Carol’s reign, 80mm. (Buz. p.244 var.), *good very fine* £300-350

* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 1, lot 784

1256 † **Carol I**, 25 years of reign, 1891, silver medal, by A. Scharff, bust l., *rev*. female figure with shield and holding aloft branch, a lion at her side, 64mm. (Buz. p.244), *about extremely fine* £200-250
1257 † Carol I, 25 years of reign, 1891, bronze medal, by A. Scharff, bust l., rev. female figure with shield and holding aloft branch, a lion at her side, 64mm. (Buz. p.244), good very fine or better £100-120

1258 † Ion Bratianu, Romanian statesman, 1891, bronze medal, by P. Telge, Berlin, bust l., rev. female figure holding flag and branch, dates around, 51mm. (Buz. pp.133 & 244), about extremely fine with lustre and toning £80-100

1259 † Marriage of Prince Ferdinand and Princess Marie of Edinburgh, 1893, bronze medal, by A. Scharff, conjoined busts l., rev. winged angel crowning the royal arms of Romania and Great Britain, 50mm. (Buz. -), about extremely fine £100-120
1260 † **Theodor Codrescu**, publisher and editor, 1894, bronze medal, by Saraga, bust three quarters r., *rev*. VRICARVL./XXV/VOLVME/1852-1894 within wreath, 50mm. (Buz. p.245), *very fine* £80-100

1261 † **Carol I**, Anghel Saligny Bridge, 1895, bronze medal, by A. Scharff, Vienna, bust l., *rev*. personification of the Danube seated by the riverside, the bridge in the distance, two mermaids bearing banner above, 70mm. (Buz. p.246), *very fine* £150-200

1262 † **Carol I**, Inauguration of the Palace of Justice, Bucharest, 1895, bronze medal, by G. Stelmans, uniformed bust l., *rev*. Justice seated, holding sword, date below, 60mm. (Buz. p.76-7 & 246), *good very fine, rare* £150-200
1263 † Carol I, Visit of Emperor Franz-Josef to Romania, 1896, gilt bronze medal, by Carniol Fils, conjoined busts of Carol and Franz-Josef r., rev. names of various dignatories in seventeen lines, 76mm. (Buz. p.246 var.), extremely fine £200-250
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 1, lot 780

1264 † Carol I, Laying of the foundation stone of the port of Constanta, 1896, bronze medal, by A. Scharff, bust l., rev. view of the port, 65mm. (Buz. p.247), fingerprints on obverse, nearly extremely fine £200-250

1265 † Carol I, Laying of the foundation stone of the Savings and Trust building, Bucharest, 1897, silver medal, by Dimitrescu, bust l., rev. view of the building, 65mm. (Buz. p.247), scratch and hairlines in obverse field and some edge bruises and nicks, otherwise good very fine £300-350
1266 † **Carol I**, Laying of the foundation stone of the Savings and Trust building, Bucharest, 1897, bronze medal, by Dimitrescu, bust l., *rev.* view of the building, 65mm. (Buz. p.247), *extremely fine* £100-120

1267 † **Carol I**, Inauguration of Iasi University, 1897, silver medal, by A. Scharff, bust l., *rev.* IN AMINTIREA / INAUGURARII PALATULUI / UNIVERSITATII DIN IASI / 21 OCTOMBRE / 1897 within wreath, 65mm. (Buz. p.248), *good very fine, rare* £300-350

1268 † **Dimitrie Ghica**, In Memoriam, 1897, gilt bronze medal, by Carniol, bust three quarters l., *rev.* inscription in 7 lines listing Ghica’s achievements above shield of arms upon crowned mantle, inscription around, 50mm. (Buz. p.247), *extremely fine, very rare* £400-450

* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 3, lot 420
1269 † Carol I, Ploiesti War of Independence Memorial, 1897, bronze medal, by Carniol, bust l., rev. view of the Chasseurs Monument, legends around and below, 65mm. (Buz. p.248), extremely fine with some lustre £200-250

1270 † Carol I, Manoeuvres of the Romanian Army, 1898, gilt bronze medal, by Carniol, bust three quarters l., rev. Pallas Athene seated upon pile of standards and weapons, to r., royal shield of arms, 65mm. (Buz. p.249), good very fine £200-250

1271 † St. Alexander Cathedral, Alexandria, 1898, silver medal, by Carniol, view of the cathedral, rev. inscription in 15 lines (work completed in 1898), 65mm. (Buz. pp. 75 & 242) good very fine £250-300
**1272 † Carol I, Inauguration of the Court of Accounts, 1899, bronze medal, bust l., rev. inscription in 9 lines, legend around, 65mm. (Buz. p.249), good very fine £150-200**

**1273 † Carol I, Inauguration of the Palace of High Court of Accounts, 1899, bronze medal, by Carniol, uniformed bust three quarters l., rev. inscription in 7 lines, wreath to l., 76mm. Buz. p.249), good very fine £200-250**

**1274 † Lt. Col. D. Angelescu and his wife Maria, 25th jubilee of the Bolintineanu Institute, 1899, bronze medal, by Jauner, conjoined busts l., rev. view of the Institute, 65mm. (Buz. p. 249), extremely fine with lustre £100-120**
1275 † **Carol I**, Silver Jubilee of the Geographical Society of Romania, 1900, gilt bronze medal, by Carniol and Radivon, bust l., *rev.* two lions supporting globe surmounted by eagle, within wreath, 65mm. (Buz. p.249), *very fine* £100-120

1276 † **The Universal Exposition in Paris**, The Romanian Palace, 1900, uniface silver plaque, by T. Szirmai, view of the palace, beneath, l., shield of arms with supporters, to r., allegorical group, 105 x 84mm. (Buz. -), *extremely fine* £200-250

*ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 4, lot 1195*

1277 † **Al. G. Baicoianu**, Masonic medal celebrating his work and activity, on the occasion of the silver jubilee of the Urban Land Credit Society in Bucharest, 1900, bronze medal, by Carniol and Radivon, bust three quarters l., *rev.* winged Victory holding branch and wreath over city view, 65mm. (Buz. p. 249), *good very fine* £100-120
1278 † Carol I and Elisabeth, 45th anniversary of reign, 1901, gilt copper medal, conjoined busts three quarters l., above eagle, standards and date, rev. crowd scene, flags of the Romanian departments around, 65mm. (Buz. -), *good very fine, rare £250-300 * ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 3, lot 423

1279 † Theodor Stefanescu, 30th Anniversary celebration by his former students at the School of Commerce, bronze medal, 1901, bust l., rev. inscribed open book supported by allegorical figure, 65mm., *extremely fine £100-120

1280 † Carol I and Franz-Josef, 1902, uniface silver plaque, by Tony Szirmai, conjoined uniformed busts l., ISCHL/III.VI.VIII/-MCMII below, 58 x 44mm., *good very fine £150-200 * ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 2?, lot 689
1281 † **Carol I**, Artillery Officers, 1902, silver plated bronze plaque, by Carniol and Radivon, **MAJESTATEI SALE REGELUI/CAROL I**, canon over branches over **OFICERII DE ARTILERIE/1877 – 15 MAI 1902**, rev. battle scene, „Ă! ASTA – Î MUSICA CE – MÎ PLACE” below, 67 x 38mm., good very fine £100-120

1282 † **Carol I**, Consecration of Sfanta Treime Monastery, Sinaia, 1903, bronze plaque, by C. Popescu, bare head l., **ZIDATA LA ANUL 1846/REEDIFICATA LA 1902/SI SFINTITA LA 26 MAI 1903/IN AL DOMNIEI/REGELUI CAROL I** below, rev. view of the church, 80 x 50mm. (Buz. p.252), good very fine £100-120

1283 † **Prince Nicholas**, Baptism, 1903, bronze medal, by Carniol, the prince being showered with riches by angel, portraits of family members around, rev. inscription beneath chalice surrounded by border of shields issuing from crown, 75mm. (Buz. p. 252), extremely fine £250-300
1284 † **Science Exposition, Bucharest**, 1903, silver plated bronze medal, by Radivon and Carniol, female figure beneath starburst holding aloft torch before building, *rev.* CONGRESUL / EXPOSITIUNEA / DIN / BUCURESCI / 1903 / C GEORGESCU, MASIN TIPO6 on cartouche, 67mm. (Buz. p.252), good very fine £100-120

1285 † **Carol I**, Romanian Association for the Advancement and Spread of the Science Congress and Exposition, Bucharest, 1903, silver plated bronze medal, by Radivon and Carniol, bust l., *rev.* CONGRESUL/EXPOSITIUNEA/DIN/BUCURESCI/1903 above blank cartouche, 65mm. (Buz. p.252), some discolouration, about extremely fine £120-150

1286 † **Carol I**, Agricultural Exposition, Braila, 1903, gilt bronze medal, by Carniol, bust l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms and agricultural vignettes around two line inscription and blank cartouche, 65mm. (Buz. p.251), hairlines and tiny edge nick on obverse, otherwise about extremely fine £120-150
1287 † **Carol I**, Exposition of the Agrarian Society of Great Property Owners, 1904, bronze medal, by Radivon and Carniol, bust l., rev. shield of arms of the society flanked by four vignettes of agrarian scenes, a blank cartouche in the centre, 65mm. (Buz. p.253), *a couple of fingerprints on obverse, otherwise extremely fine*  
€150-200

1288 † **Stefan the Great**, 400th Anniversary of Death, 1904, silver medal, by Carniol, crowned bust r., rev. **SERBATORIREA CENTENARULUI AL PATRULEA**, heraldic symbols around Moldavian arms, 50mm., *extremely fine*  
£500-550

* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 4, lot 1202

1289 † **Viniamin Costache**, Metropolitan of Moldova, 1904, silver plated bronze medal, by Carniol, half figure facing, rev. view of building, **İNTEMIEIȚORULUI/INVALĂȚULUI BISEȘRICEȘC/INOÎTOȚORULUI/LITERATURII RELIGIOASE/ROMĂNEȘTI** below, 50mm. (Buz. p.253), *extremely fine*  
£100-120

1291 † **Carol I**, Romanian language and culture, 1905, bronze medal, by Carniol, bust of Carol I three quarters l., three busts below, rev. two allegorical figures standing and kneeling surrounded by heads of various dignatories, 76mm. (Buz. -), extremely fine £300-350

1292 † **Carol I**, General Exposition, 1906, bronze plaque, by Cizek & Resch, uniformed bust l. within medallion, woman holding palm branch to r., rev. man seated to l., two standing muses to r., 70 x 57mm. (Buz. p.256), about extremely fine £120-150
1293 † Carol I, General Exposition, 1906, bronze medal, conjoined busts l., rev. hunter, soldier, and labourer standing, 49mm. (Buz. -), adhesion in obverse field, otherwise about extremely fine £100-120

1294 † Carol I, 40th anniversary of reign, 1906, gilt-bronze plaque, by Radivon, young and old busts within medallions, rev. horseman within medallion, battle scene to r., 70 x 45mm. (Buz. p.255), extremely fine £150-200

1295 † Carol I, 40 years of reign, 1906, bronze plaque, by L. Stelmans, busts l. of Trajan and Carol I in two medallions surrounded by laurel branches, in field, view of Bucharest, eagle flying above, below, the dates 106 – 1866 – 1906, rev. Carol I on horseback r., behind, a group of ‘dorobanti’ with rifles, in r. field, a peasant ploughing, a church and the Anghel Saligny bridge, 84 x 70mm. (Buz. p.256), about extremely fine £150-200
1296 † Carol I, General Exposition, 1906, gilt-bronze medal, by Carniol, conjoined busts l., rev. peasant woman seated to l. with child, 62mm. (Buz. p.256), about extremely fine £80-100

1297 † Dr C. I. Istrati, commissar-general of the General Exposition, 1906, bronze medal, by Radivon, bust three-quarters r., rev. legend, exposition building above, 64mm. (Buz. p.255), minor marks, otherwise about extremely fine £100-120

1298 † Carol I, Building of four new warships, 1907, bronze plaque, by Hans Schaefer, Vienna, uniformed bust r., to r., inscription, rev. man holding Romanian flag r., before ship sailing away from Danube bridge, 101 x 67mm., about extremely fine £150-200
1299 † **Lascar Catargi**, Memorial, 1907, bronze medal, by Carniol, bust facing, *rev.* statue, wreath and date below, 75mm. (Buz. p.257), *about extremely fine* £100-120

1300 † **Queen Elisabeta**, wife of Carol I, The Brilliant Homeland, 1908, uniface bronze plaque, by Hans Schaefer, Vienna, the queen surrounded by countrymen looking at the sun which is inscribed VATRA LUMINOASA, 100 x 67mm. (Buz. p.258), *good very fine* £200-250

* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 3, lot 433

1301 † **Emil Miclescu**, Director-General of Railways, 1908, bronze plaque, by Storck, bust r. within medallion, legend below, *rev.* man seated before angel, train on viaduct in background, 67 x 45mm. (Buz. p.258), *minor verdigris on reverse, good very fine* £100-120
1302 † **Princess Ileana**, Baptism, 1909, uniface bronze plaque, by Carniol, four of the godparents before the princess lying on a bed decorated with the godparents’ shields of arms, inscription below, 93 x 86mm. (Buz. p.258), *very fine* £250-300
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 3, lot 437

1303 † **Carol I**, 50th anniversary of the Unification of the Romanian Principalities, 1909, gilt-bronze medal, bust of Carol I above flags, *rev.* assembly scene, 69mm. (Buz. p.259), *about extremely fine* £250-300
*ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 3, lot 435

Issued by the Romanian Numismatic Society

1304 † **Carol I**, proclamation as Field-Marshal of Prussia, 1909, bronze plaque, by Szirmai, king seated l., *rev.* male figure advancing r., holding laurel branch and flag, legend to r., 83 x 70mm. (Buz. -), *minor spotting, otherwise extremely fine* £200-250
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 3, lot 436
1305 † Carol I & Queen Elizabeth, 40th wedding anniversary, 1909, bronze plaque, by Storeck, busts of the king and queen vis-a-vis, rev: legend in six lines, 70 x 51mm. (Buz. p.259), *about extremely fine* £150-200

*ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 4, lot 1211*

1306 † Carol I, Inauguration of the port of Constanta, 1909, bronze plaque, by Szirmai, bust l., in field, Constanta lighthouse, rev: view of Constanta harbour, 98 x 70mm. (Buz. p.259), *about extremely fine, rare* £300-350
1307 † Eugeniu Carada, political economist, Death, 1910, bronze medal, by J. Prin, bare head l., rev. National Bank of Romania, 64mm. (Buz. p.259), *about extremely fine* £100-120

1308 † Cuza-Voda & Mihail Kogalniceanu, statesmen, Memorial, 1911, silver medal, conjoined busts l., rev. inscription on scroll, laurel branch below, 62mm. (Buz. p.260), *extremely fine* £150-200

1309 † Spiru Haret, mathematician and politician, 1911, bronze plaque, bust r., rev. robed and hooded figure standing, holding flag and torch, portico in background, 75 x 60mm. (Buz. p.260), *extremely fine* £120-150
1310 † **Carol I**, 50th anniversary of the foundation of the Elena Doamna Asylum, 1912, bronze medal, by Radivon, bust of Princess Elena facing, asylum in background to l., **rev.** conjoined busts of Carol I and Queen Elizabeth l., 50mm. (Buz. p.260), extremely fine £100-120
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 4, lot 1213

1311 † **Barbu Stirbey**, Memorial, 1912, bronze medal, by J. du Nouy, uniformed bust l., **rev.** statue, church in background, 57mm. (Buz. p.260), extremely fine £100-120
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 1, lot 792

1312 † **D.S. Nenitescu**, Law for encouraging national industry, 1912, bronze plaque, by P. Romanelli, female figure holding inscribed banner before group of peasants, industrial landscape in background, **rev.** bust of Nenitescu l. within laurel wreath, inscription below, 108 x 70mm. (Buz. p.260), good very fine £200-250
* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 3, lot 439
1313 † Carol I, The Victorious Romanian Army Crossing the Pontoon Bridge over the Danube, 1913, gilt bronze medal by Saraga Kissing, bust of Carol I three quarters l. and Mircea the Great three quarters r., rev. scene of the army crossing the Danube, Victory above, 62mm. (Buz. p.261), extremely fine £150-200

1314 † Carol I, Bucharest Peace Treaty, 1913, bronze medal, by C. Alessandrescu, vignettes of the five royal signatories, around, a chain bearing their coats of arms and monograms, rev. female figure l., holding olive branch and scroll, her foot on cannon, 90mm. (Buz. p.261), about extremely fine £250-300

1315 † Queen Elisabeth, 70th Birthday, 1913, silver plaque, veiled bust r., rev. inscriptions above and below cartouche bearing lines from a poem by Carmen Sylva on branch, 82 x 56mm. (Buz. -), good very fine £300-350

* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 4, lot 444
1316 † **Peace Treaty**, 1913, uniface silver plaque, by M. Carniol, PAX in sunburst, to l., 29 JULIE 11 AUGUST 1913 over representations of the obverse and reverse of the ‘Rise of the Country’ medal, below, PRIMARIA BUCUREȘTI, 82 x 50mm. (Buz. -), *good very fine* £100-120

* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 1, lot 795

1317 † **Carol I**, The rise of the country, 1913, bronze medal, by Gurschner, royal eagle bearing vignette of Carol I on its breast, *rev.* female figure flying above the Romanian army crossing the Danube, on edge, *SAML. EXPL. 3*, 90mm. (Buz. -), *extremely fine, extremely rare* £400-450

* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 4, lot 1214

1318 † **Agricultural Exposition, Calarasi**, 1913, gilt bronze medal, by M. Carniol, bull standing on agricultural equipment, *rev.* crowned shield of arms, legend around, 59mm. (Buz. -), *extremely fine* £100-120

* ex La Galerie Numismatique, Auction 2?, lot 724

1319 † **Carol I**, 25th Anniversary of the Founding of King Carol University (now the University of Bucharest), 1914, bronze medal, by H. Sch. Wegerie, half figure of Carol I. holding scroll, before bookshelf, *rev.* view of the university, supported coat of arms below, 70mm. (Buz. p.261), *very fine* £100-120
A collection of ZAR coins, the property of a Lady
with coins of ZAR and South Africa from other properties

1320 ‡ South Africa, ZAR, Burgers pond, 1874, fine beard, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.1.2; Fr.1), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS66, very rare thus, one of the finest known examples of this first gold pond of the nation £130,000-140,000

The exact mintage of this great classic is not known, but what is clearly established in numismatic lore is that the first president of the ZAR, shown here in gold portraiture, decided on his own to approach the Birmingham firm of Ralph Heaton & Sons to commission what became the forerunner of the famed gold pond, based on the English sovereign. Heaton obtained the services of Royal Mint engraver Leonard Wyon to design and prepare the dies. Thomas Burgers supplied the gold specie, mined in the Transvaal. His purpose was to ascertain that these coins would be minted from native gold, indicating a real use for the precious metal at home. Once the new specimens were in his hands, shipped to him from England, Burgers proudly displayed them to members of the Volksraad, no doubt assuming that the legislative body would embrace his idea. The idea they certainly embraced, in time, and slowly made preparations for a coin based on this model that would be produced in large commercial quantities within two decades. But for possibly two reasons Burgers’ portrait offended the lawmakers: he had never sought the Volksraad’s approval for his idea before showing them the product, and he rather immodestly placed his own image on the coin. The Burgers pond as a commercial entity was therefore rejected. We might reasonably assume that some of the finest surviving examples are those coins shown to those legislators or even retained by Burgers himself. Shortly after they were officially rejected, most of the mintage was sold to the public at twice face as nothing but mementoes. Few people at the time must have envisioned that the coins would ever be highly valued, and many of the known examples have been mounted, indicating that they were used as jewellery. In all, about 800 pieces were so distributed, and soon forgotten – but not for long. Upon the conclusion of the Boer War, collectors seem to have rediscovered the Burgers pond, which became eagerly collected both in the home country and throughout the Commonwealth. Alas, however, it was too late to save most from being mishandled or damaged. A tiny number exists in Mint State. This one is certainly exceptional, and literally a miracle of survival through some of the harshest of times.
1321 South Africa, ZAR, Burgers pond, 1874, reeded edge, bust l., fine beard, rev. circular shield of arms over flags, dot below, eagle above with spread wings (KM.1.2; Hern.B1; Fr.1), a splendid specimen, virtually as struck, in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as MS64+, Thomas Burgers’ portrait bold with every detail showing in his finely pointed long beard, lustrous with only slight disturbance in the mint frost, high sharp rims, the reverse also particularly well detailed especially in the central shield and eagle
£50,000-60,000

1322 South Africa, ZAR, Burgers pond, 1874, fine beard, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.1.2; Fr.1), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as XF Details, mount removed
£6500-7500
1323 South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, proof pond, 1892, double shaft, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.1; Fr.2), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PR63, lightest handling and a beautiful, choice specimen with reflective surfaces, extremely rare (Krause states 12-15 minted), the first proof example offered for sale at auction in many years – a major collecting opportunity for the ZAR specialist or for any collector of truly rare gold coins of the world, one of the highlights of this auction sale

£220,000-240,000
1324  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1892, double shaft, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.1; Fr.2), in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as MS64, nearly as struck with pleasing satiny lustre and overall a sharp strike, rare in this condition, an excellent example of the only pond showing a double shaft on the wagon £4500-5500

1325  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1892, double shaft, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.1; Fr.2), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS62, nearly as struck, Kruger's portrait sharp as is the reverse shield and eagle, handsome satiny lustre, rare in this state and the only pond of the double shaft variety, thus always in demand £3500-4500

1326  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1892, double shaft, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.1; Fr.2), in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as AU58, practically uncirculated, very rare in this grade £3500-4500

1327  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1892, single shaft, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as AU58, practically uncirculated, very rare in this grade £25,000-30,000
1328  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1892, single shaft, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as XF40, rare £13,500-14,500

1329  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1892, single shaft, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as F15, rare £800-1000

1330  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1893, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), some digs on reverse, otherwise very fine, scarce date £250-300

1331  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1894, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63, nearly as struck with a bold portrait and a sharp shield, pleasing satiny lustre with only tiny abrasions, scarce so nice £7500-8500
1332  ₤ South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1897, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS61, very scarce in this grade  ₤6000-7000

1333  ₤ South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1898, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS64, satiny gold lustre and nearly as struck, eagle fairly sharp in strike, an exceptional coin  ₤1750-2250

1334  ₤ South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1898, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as MS64, choice  ₤1500-2000

1335  ₤ South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1898, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63  ₤1000-1250
1336  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1898, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2), in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as MS63  £1000-1250

1337  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1898, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63, practically mint state  £800-1000

1338  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1898; half pond, 1896, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2/9.2), good fine and good very fine (2)  £350-400

1339  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1900, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS64  £1800-2000

1340  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1900, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63  £1600-1800

1341  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1900, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63, nearly as made with soft gold lustre, a few small ticks, eagle softly struck as normally seen but exceptionally well preserved  £1500-2500

1342  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, blank pond, c.1900, with rims, in NGC plastic holder  £3000-4000
1343 South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, proof half pond, 1892, double shaft, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.9.1; Fr.3), in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as PR62, very faint handling marks but highly reflective mirror fields, extremely rare (Krause states 20-25 pieces known), an important opportunity for the advanced ZAR collector to obtain a coin rarely seen in as choice condition as this example £90,000-110,000

1344 South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, half pond, 1892, double shaft, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.9.1; Fr.3), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63, nearly as struck, a most appealing example with bright satiny lustre, bold portrait, and the reverse quite sharp as well, rare in this state of preservation £4500-5500
1345  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, half pond, 1893, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.9.2; Fr.3), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as XF40, light even wear, mintage unknown and most have not survived, very rare in any grade £35,000-40,000

1346  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, half pond, 1893, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.9.2; Fr.3), in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as VF35, the rarest date £13,000-14,000

1347  South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, half pond, 1895, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.9.2), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as AU Details £250-300
1348 † South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, 5 shillings, 1892, single shaft, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.8.1), nicely toned, in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63
£3500-4000

1349 South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, 5 shillings, 1892, single shaft, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.8.1), in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as XF45, about uncirculated
£800-1000

1350 † South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, proof 5 shillings, 1892, double shaft, bust l., rev. arms in round cartouche over flags, eagle above, value and date above (KM.8.2), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF63
£20,000-25,000
1351  **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, proof 2½ shillings, 1892, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.7), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PR62, an appealing coin with mirrored surfaces and very minimal handling abrasions, very rare and from the first year of issue sets, only 50-60 pieces known in all*  £6000-7000

1352 †  **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, proof 2½ shillings, 1892, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.7), *in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as PR62*  £5500-6500

1353  **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, 2½ shillings, 1892, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.7), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS61, practically mint state, very scarce*  £2000-3000

1354  **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, 2½ shillings, 1897; threepences (2): 1893; 1897, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above/value and date within wreath (KM.7/3), *in plastic holders, graded by NGC as AU58, AU50 and AU58 respectively (3)*  £200-250
1355 † **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, proof 2 shillings, 1892, bust l., *rev.* circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.6), *in plastic holder*, graded by PCGS as PR63 £5000-5500

1356 **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, 2 shillings, 1896; sixpences (2): 1696; 1697, bust l., *rev.* circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above/value and date within wreath (KM.6/4), *about extremely fine* (3) £100-120

1357 † **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, proof shilling, 1892, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.5), *in plastic holder*, graded by PCGS as PR64 £4500-5000
1358 **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, shilling, 1892, bust l., *rev. value within wreath (KM.5), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS66, the highest graded, a truly splendid specimen, as struck, boldly detailed portrait and reverse motif, surfaces shimmering with lustre beneath delightful, fully original silvery grey toning, a gem of a coin and perhaps the finest known, very rare thus and worth many strong bids from savvy collectors – a major opportunity! £5000-6000

1359 **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, shilling, 1892, bust l., *rev. value within wreath (KM.5), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as AU55* £150-200

1360 **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, shilling, 1893, bust l., *rev. value and date within wreath (KM.5), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as VF30, very rare* £600-800
1361  **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, shilling, 1897, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.5), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS62, practically mint state*  £250-300

1362  **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, shilling, 1897, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.5), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS61, practically mint state*  £200-250

1363 †  **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, proof 6 pence, 1892, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.4), *in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as PR64, rare*  £5000-5500

1364  **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, proof 6 pence, 1892, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.4), *in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as PR63, rare*  £5000-5500

1365 †  **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, proof 3 pence, 1892, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.3), *in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as PR64*  £5000-5500

1366  **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, 3 pence, 1896, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.3), *in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as MS63*  £250-300

1367  **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, 3 pence, 1896, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.3), *in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as MS62*  £200-250
1368 **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, 3 pence, 1896, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.3), *in plastic holder*, graded by PCGS as MS61
£200-250

1369 **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, 3 pence, 1897, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.3), *in plastic holder*, graded by PCGS as MS61
£200-250

1370 † **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, proof penny, 1892, bust l., *rev.* shield of arms (KM.2), *in plastic holder*, graded by PCGS as PR64BN, rare
£25,000-30,000

1371 **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, penny, 1893, bust l., *rev.* shield of arms (KM.2), *in plastic holder*, graded by NGC as AU58BN, rare date
£250-300

1372 **South Africa**, ZAR, penny blank, with rim, undated (c.1900) (cf.KM.2), *in plastic NGC holder*, ungraded
£600-800
1373 South Africa, ZAR, veld pond, 1902 (KM.11; Fr.4), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS64, rare £35,000-40,000

1374 South Africa, ZAR, veld pond, 1902 (KM.11; Fr.4), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as AU58, rare £16,500-17,500
1375 † **South Africa**, George V, proof set, 1923, 2½ shillings – ¼ penny, crowned bust l., rev. various (KM.PS2), lightly toned, about uncirculated, in case of issue (8) £800-1000

1376 **South Africa**, George V, proof 2½ shillings, 1931, crowned bust l., rev. crowned shield divides date, value below (KM.19.3), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF66, mint state £3000-4000

A superb coin.
1377 South Africa, George V, proof 2½ shillings, 1938, crowned bust l., rev. crowned shield divides date, value below (KM.30), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF61, about uncirculated
£300-400

1378 South Africa, George VI, proof set, 1947, 5 shillings - ¼ penny, bare head l., rev. various (KM.PS19), about mint state, in original case (9)
£200-250

1379 South Africa, George VI, proof set, 1949, 5 shillings - ¼ penny, bare head l., rev. various (KM.PS21), about mint state, in original case, scarce (9)
£400-500

1380 South Africa, Republic, proof ¼ krugerrand, 1980, bust of Kruger l., rev. springbok r. (KM.106; Fr.B3), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF61 ULTRA CAMEO
£3000-4000

Only 60 pieces struck.
The Mitchell-David Collection, part II

1381 † France, Louis XIV, louis d’or, 1670/69D, Lyon, laur. head r., rev. cross composed of eight Ls, fleurs-de-lis in angles (KM.219.3; Fr.421), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS64

1382 G France, Second Republic (1848-1852), pattern 20 francs, 1848, laur. bust r., rev. value and date within wreath (Maz.1260 [R4]; KM.Pn82), in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as PR64, very rare

1383 G France, Second Republic, essai 20 francs, 1848, by Alard, helmeted head r., rev. value and date within wreath (Maz.1237 [R4]), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF64, very rare

1384 G France, Second Republic, essai 20 francs, 1848, by Boivin, laur. bust r., rev. value and date within wreath (Maz.1242 [R4]), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS65, very rare

1385 G France, Second Republic, essai 20 francs, 1848, by Farochon, laur. head r., rev. value and date within wreath (Maz.1249 [R4]), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF64, very rare

1386 G France, Second Republic, essai 20 francs, 1848, by Magniadas, laur. bust r., rev. value and date within wreath (Maz.1255 [R4]), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS64, very rare
1387 **France**, Second Republic, essai 20 francs, 1848, by Marcel, laur. head r., *rev.* value and date within wreath (Maz.1257 [R^3]), *in plastic holder*, graded by NGC as MS62, *very rare* £2200-3200

1388 **France**, Second Republic, essai 20 francs, 1848, by Rogat, laur. head r., *rev.* value and date within wreath (Maz.1262 [R^3]), *in plastic holder*, graded by NGC as MS65, *very rare* £2500-3500

1389 **France**, Second Republic, essai 20 francs, 1848, by Tournier, laur. head r., *rev.* value and date within wreath (Maz.1263 [R^3]), *in plastic holder*, graded by NGC as MS65, *very rare* £2500-3500

1390 **France**, Second Republic, essai 20 francs, 1848, by Vauthier-Galle, helmeted head r., *rev.* value and date within wreath (Maz.1264 [R^3]), *in plastic holder*, graded by NGC as MS63, *very rare* £2200-3200

1391 **France**, Second Republic, essai 20 centimes, 1849, struck in gold, head of Ceres l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (Maz.1229B [R^3]), *in plastic holder*, graded by NGC as PF65, *very rare* £3000-4000
1392 **France**, Napoleon III (1852-1870), essai 100 francs, 1862, laur. head r., *rev.* crowned arms dividing value (Maz.1603 [R⁴]), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF65 CAMEO*, very rare

£15,000-20,000

1393 **France**, Napoleon III, essai 25 francs, 1867, laur. head l., *rev.* value 10 FLORINS 25 FRANCS within circle (Maz.1746 [R⁴]), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF64, very rare*  £5500-7500

1394 **France**, Napoleon III, 10 francs, 1862E, laur. head r., *rev.* value and date within wreath (Maz.1620 [R⁴]; VG.3618), *in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as SP64, very rare*  £3750-4000
1395 † France, Napoleon III, proof 2 francs, 1854A, struck in gold, bare head l., rev. value and date within wreath (Maz.1650 [R⁴]; VG.3390), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF63 ULTRA CAMEO, very rare

£5500-6500

1396 † France, Napoleon III, proof franc, 1854A, struck in gold, bare head l., rev. value and date within wreath (Maz.1661 [R⁴]; VG.3391), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF64 CAMEO, very rare

£4500-5500

1397 G France, Third Republic (1871-1940), 100 francs, 1929, winged head l., rev. value above wheat sprig, flanked by laurel and oak branches (Maz.2342 [R¹]; KM.880), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as AU55, very rare

£3500-4500

Only 50 pieces minted.

1398 G France, Third Republic, pattern 20 francs, 1899, head of Liberty r., rev. cockerel dividing value (Maz.2115 [R³]; KM.Pn101), brilliant proof, in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF64, very rare

£2500-3500

1399 G France, Third Republic, piedfort 10 francs, 1899, head of Liberty r., rev. cockerel dividing value (Maz.2117 [R³]), brilliant proof, in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS64, very rare

£2000-3000
1400 † **France**, Third Republic, proof 5 francs, 1889A, head of Ceres r., rev. value within wreath (Maz.1853 [R³]), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF65 CAMEO, very rare* £10,000-12,000

Only 100 minted.

1401 † **France**, Third Republic, essai 5 centimes, 1875A, head of Ceres l., rev. value within wreath (Maz.2194 [R³]), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF64, very rare* £5000-6000
1402 † **France**, Third Republic, essai 2 centimes, 1877, struck in gold, head of Ceres l., *rev.* value within circle (Maz.2214 [R^4]), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF65, very rare* £4500-5500

1403 † **France**, Third Republic, essai centime, 1875, struck in gold, head of Ceres l., *rev.* value within circle (Maz.2219 [R^4]), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF65, very rare* £3750-4500

1404 † **Germany**, Frankfurt, klippe 3 kreuzer, 1843, struck in gold, eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath, *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS65, very rare* £1250-1500

* ex Willy Fuchs collection

1405 † **Germany**, Frankfurt, kreuzer, 1774BN, struck in gold, eagle dividing value, *rev.* city view, date in exergue (KM.Pn58), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63, rare* £650-850

1406 † **Germany**, Saxony, pfennig, 1765C, struck in gold, crowned arms, *rev.* value and date (KM. Pn43), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS65, rare* £650-850
1407 † Portugal, Maria II (1834-1853), peca of 7500 reis, 1833, bare head l. with hair swept up, rev. crowned arms within wreath (KM.404; Fr.140), extremely fine and extremely rare £7000-9000

1408 † Switzerland, Bern, ducat, 1697, crowned arms, rev. legend and date within cartouche (KM.62; Fr.139), prooflike mint state, rare £2500-3500

* ex Jacob Terner collection
1409 † Switzerland, Geneva, 3 pistoles, 1771, arms, rev. sunburst (KM.84; Fr.261), mint state, very rare £9000-10,000

1410 † Switzerland, Graubunden, 16 franken, 1813, three shields in circle, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.10; Fr.265), prooflike mint state, rare £8500-9500

* ex The New York Sale XVII, 9 January 2008, lot 909
1411 † **Switzerland**, Schwyz, ducat, 1844M, arms, *rev.* legend and date within wreath (KM.66; Fr.380), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63, very rare* £9000-10,000

1412 † **Switzerland**, St Gallen, ducat, 1781, bear within wreath, *rev.* crowned arms (KM.38; Fr.366), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS64, rare* £2500-3500

1413 † **Switzerland**, St Gallen, shooting festival gold medal, 1904, bust r., *rev.* legend and date above olive branch, *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS67* £650-750
1414 † Switzerland, Uri, ducat, 1736/20, arms, rev. St Martin on horseback l. (KM.38; Fr.407), mint state. 
*ex Kroisos collection, Stack’s, 14 January 2008, lot 3393

£2000-3000

1415 ♂ Switzerland, Confederation, 100 francs, 1925B, head l., rev. value and date (KM.39; Fr.502), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS65, rare

£6500-8500
World Coins and Medals
Other properties

1416  Argentina, Rio de la Plata, 2 soles (2): 1824 RA D S; 1825 RA C DE BA (KM.18), the first very fine, the second extremely fine (2)  £120-150

1417  Australia, Adelaide Assay Office, pound, 1852, large central crown over date, legend in English around, rev. value in three lines at centre with weight and fineness in English legend surrounding, each side featuring an inner ornamental circle within beading (KM.2; Fr.3), almost extremely fine with considerable satiny lustre, a most pleasing example of the classic first 'sovereign' struck in South Australia from native gold  £20,000-25,000

1418  Australia, Victoria, sovereign, 1856, Sydney mint, young head l., rev. AUSTRALIA within wreath, crown above (KM.2; Fr.9), about extremely fine, rare  £5000-6000

1419  Australia, Victoria, sovereign, 1859, Sydney mint, laur. head l., rev. AUSTRALIA within wreath, crown above (KM.4; Fr.10), a few light scuffs, otherwise about extremely fine, reverse better, scarce  £800-1000
1420 **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1866, Sydney mint, laur. head l., *rev. AUSTRALIA* within wreath, crown above (KM.4; Fr.10), *about uncirculated* £550-650

1421 **Australia**, Victoria, half sovereign, 1856, Sydney mint, laur. head l., *rev. AUSTRALIA* crowned within wreath (KM.1; Fr.9a), *fair, scarce* £200-250

1422 **Australia**, John Henderson, Fremantle, copper penny token, 1874, JOHN HENDERSON PAWNBROKER, arms with supporters surmounted by swan, *rev. PACKENHAM STREET, FREEMANTLE WA around building, ONE PENNY TOKEN above, date below* (KM.Tn99.2; R.213), *fine* £80-120

1423 **Australia**, Melbourne Centennial Exhibition, 1888, gold medal, crowned bust of Queen Victoria l., *rev. legend within wreath, edge inscribed WALKER AND HALL, 38mm., wt. 46.02gms., minor marks, extremely fine* £2000-2500

1424 **Australia**, George V, shilling, 1915H, crowned bust l., *rev. shield of arms with supporters (KM.26), very fine, rare; florin, 1927, crowned bust l., rev. view of Parliament House, Canberra, in cartouche (KM.31), slightly prooflike, about extremely fine (2) £100-120
1425  **Australia**, George V, penny, 1915, crowned bust l., *rev.* value within circle (KM.23), *a couple of tiny edge nicks, about extremely fine, scarce* £80-100

1426  **Australia**, George V, halfpenny, 1919, crowned bust l., *rev.* value within circle (KM.22), *about mint state with lustre and toning* £80-100

1427  **Australia**, George VI, crown, 1938, bare head l., *rev.* crown above date and value (KM.34), *about mint state, rare in this condition* £200-250

1428  † **Austria**, Franz Joseph I (1848-1916), 8 florins, 1888, wt. 6.45gms. (KM.2269; Fr.502), *minor marks in fields, about extremely fine* £200-250

1429  † **Austria**, Franz Joseph I, ducat, 1915 (KM.2267; Fr.494); **Mexico**, 2½ pesos, 1945 (KM.463; Fr.169), *extremely fine or better (2)* £120-140

1430  **Brazil**, Joao V, 12800 reis, 1731M, Minas Gerais, laur. head r., mintmark and date below, *rev.* crowned ornate shield (KM.139; Fr.55), *good very fine, scarce* £3500-4000
1431  **Canada**, George V, 5 dollars, 1912, crowned bust l., *rev.* shield of arms within wreath of maple leaves (KM.26; Fr.4), *a couple of very tiny edge nicks, practically uncirculated*  £250-300

1432  **Colombia**, Fernando VI, 8 escudos, 1758PN J, bust r., *rev.* crowned arms with Golden Fleece collar (KM.32.2; Fr.16), *ex mount, fair*  £600-650

1433  **Colombia**, Republic, 8 escudos, 1826FM, Popayan, head of Liberty l., *rev.* fasces between two cornucopiae (KM.82.2; Fr.68), *very fine*  £1000-1200

1434  **Colombia**, Nueva Granada, 16 pesos, 1846UE, Popayan, head of Liberty l., *rev.* eagle above shield of arms (KM.94.2; Fr.75), *some minor marks, very fine*  £1000-1200

1435  **Cyprus**, Republic, medallic five pounds, 1966, bust of archbishop Makarios l., *rev.* crowned, double-headed eagle (KM.XM5.1; Fr.6a), *one or two light hairlines, otherwise practically mint state, very scarce*  £1800-2000
1436 **Czechoslovakia**, Republic, 10 dukats, 1933, Duke Wenceslas on horseback r., rev. Czech lion with Slovak shield, denomination and date below (KM.14; Fr.4), *in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as MS63, practically mint state* £1600-1800

1437 **Czechoslovakia**, Republic, dukat, 1926, arms, rev. half-length figure of Duke Wenceslas facing (KM.8; Fr.2), *about mint state* £80-100

1438 **Danzig**, Free City, 25 Gulden, 1930, shielded arms with supporters, date below, rev. statue from the Neptune fountain (KM.150; Fr.44, listed under Poland), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS66, gem mint state* £2500-3500

1439 **France**, Louis XVI, écu, 1790A, bust l., rev. crowned shield of arms in branches (Dav.1333; KM.564.1), *adjustment marks on obverse, nearly extremely fine* £100-120

1440 **France**, Napoleon I, as emperor, 20 francs, year 13A, bare head l., rev. value within wreath (KM.663.1; Fr.487a), *about extremely fine* £200-250
1441 **France**, Napoleon I, as emperor, 5 francs, 1813W, Lille, laur. head r., *rev. value within wreath* (KM.694.16), *about extremely fine* £120-150

1442 **France**, Napoleon I as emperor, quarter franc, 1806A, bare head r., *rev. value within wreath* (KM.670.1), *about extremely fine* £100-120

1443 **France**, Second Republic, billon pattern 10 centimes, 1848, laur. bust l., *rev. value and date within wreath* (cf.KM.PnB47 – different bust), *lightly scuffed in fields, otherwise about mint state* £40-60

1444 9 **France**, Napoleon III, 20 francs, 1865A, bare head r., *rev. value and date within wreath* (KM.801.1; Fr.584); **South Africa**, Republic, proof rand, 1970 (KM.63; Fr.12), *both about mint state* (2) £250-300

1445 9 **France**, Napoleon III, 10 francs (2), 1855A (KM.784.3; Fr.576a); 5 francs, 1866A (KM.803.1; Fr.588), *fine to very fine* (3) £250-300

1446 9 **France**, Third Republic, 50 francs, 1904A, standing genius writing the constitution, *rev. value and date within circle of oak leaves* (KM.831; Fr.591), *small scratch across 1 of date, otherwise practically as struck* £800-1000

1448  **Germany**, Reuss-Schleiz, 10 mark, 1882A, bare head l., *rev.* imperial eagle (KM.81; Fr.3838), *nearly very fine and very rare* £800-1000

1449  **Germany**, Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, 20 mark, 1886A, bare head l., *rev.* imperial eagle (KM.Y148a; Fr.3852), *cleaned, some minor marks, otherwise good very fine, very rare* £1000-1200

1450  **Germany**, Schaumburg-Lippe, 20 mark, 1898A, bare head l., *rev.* imperial eagle (KM. Y205; Fr.3866), *very fine or better, very rare* £1000-1200

1451  **Germany**, Württemberg, 20 mark, 1872F, bare head r., *rev.* imperial eagle (KM.622; Fr.3870), *good very fine* £300-350

1452  **Germany**, Württemberg, Karl I, half guilder, 1866, bare head r., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.613), *extremely fine* £100-120

1453  **German East Africa**, 15 rupien, 1916T, elephant r., *rev.* eagle with shield on breast (KM.16.1; Fr.1), *in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as MS63, practically mint state, rare this choice* £2500-3000

* ex Pittman collection
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1454</td>
<td><strong>German East Africa</strong>, 15 rupien, 1916T, elephant r., <em>rev.</em> eagle with shield on breast (KM.16.1; Fr.1), <em>in plastic holder, graded by NGC as AU58, extremely fine</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1455</td>
<td><strong>German East Africa</strong>, 15 rupien, 1916T, elephant r., <em>rev.</em> eagle with shield on breast (KM.16.1; Fr.1), <em>in plastic holder, graded by NGC as AU58, extremely fine</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1456</td>
<td><strong>German East Africa</strong>, 15 rupien, 1916T, elephant r., <em>rev.</em> eagle with shield on breast (KM.16.1; Fr.1), <em>in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as AU55, about extremely fine</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1457</td>
<td><strong>German East Africa</strong>, 15 rupien, 1916T, elephant r., <em>rev.</em> eagle with shield on breast (KM.16.1; Fr.1), <em>in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as AU55, about extremely fine</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1458</td>
<td><strong>German East Africa</strong>, 15 rupien, 1916T, elephant r., <em>rev.</em> eagle with shield on breast (KM.16.1; Fr.1), <em>in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as AU53, about extremely fine</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1459</td>
<td><strong>German East Africa</strong>, 15 rupien, 1916T, elephant r., <em>rev.</em> eagle with shield on breast (KM.16.1; Fr.1), <em>in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as AU50, good very fine or better</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1461 † **German East Africa**, 2 rupien, 1893, armoured bust l., *rev.* shield of arms with legend surrounding (KM.5), *in plastic holder*, graded by NGC as MS65, essentially as struck and sharply struck in all areas, moderate pastel grey toning, wonderful surfaces for this issue, a very scarce type in a state of preservation exceedingly difficult to locate, indeed a very special coin and very rare! £5000-6000

1462 † **German East Africa**, rupie, 1890, armoured bust l., *rev.* shield of arms with legend surrounding (KM.2), *in plastic holder*, graded by NGC as MS65, as struck, boldly struck with brilliant lustre, a gem of a coin, very scarce thus, another really appealing piece £400-500

1463 † **German East Africa**, rupie, 1890, armoured bust l., *rev.* shield of arms (KM.2), *in plastic holder*, graded by PCGS as MS65, toned gem £250-300
1464 † **German East Africa**, rupie, 1890, armoured bust l., *rev. shield of arms* (KM.2), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63, toned gem* £120-150

1465 † **German East Africa**, rupie, 1891, armoured bust l., *rev. shield of arms with legend surrounding* (KM.2), *in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as MS66, a splendid gem example with rich toning, noted on grading insert as Ex Eliasberg Collection, thus a wonderful provenance on this one* £500-600

1466 † **German East Africa**, rupie, 1891, armoured bust l., *rev. shield of arms with legend surrounding* (KM.2), *in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as MS66, as struck, and another premium coin, very scarce so fine* £500-600

1467 † **German East Africa**, half rupie, 1891, armoured bust l., *rev. shield of arms with legend surrounding* (KM.4), *in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as MS67, as struck, a wonderful sharply struck example having medium pastel grey toning, a gem and very scarce so fine* £800-1000

1468 † **German East Africa**, half rupie, 1891, armoured bust l., *rev. shield of arms with legend surrounding* (KM.4), *in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as MS66, a beautiful and richly toned coin, very scarce so fine* £1100-1200
1469 † German East Africa, half rupie, 1891, armoured bust l., rev. shield of arms (KM.4), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS65
£200-250

1470 † German East Africa, half rupie, 1891, armoured bust l., rev. shield of arms (KM.4), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS65, toned
£200-250

1471 † German East Africa, half rupie, 1891, armoured bust l., rev. shield of arms (KM.4), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63, toned
£150-200

1472 † German East Africa, half rupie, 1891, armoured bust l., rev. shield of arms (KM.4), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63, toned
£150-200

1473 † German East Africa, quarter rupie, 1891, armoured bust l., rev. shield of arms with legend surrounding (KM.3), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS66, gem mint state, as struck and sharply struck with rich silvery grey toning, scarce so fine
£200-250

1474 German East Africa, quarter rupie, 1891, armoured bust l., rev. shield of arms with legend surrounding (KM.3), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS66, a gem of a coin, mint state, sharply struck with premium silvery grey toning, scarce so fine
£200-250

1475 † Hong Kong, Edward VII, 50 cents, 1905; 10 cents, 1904, crowned bust r., rev. denomination, country and date/Chinese characters within circle, country, value and date around (KM.15/13), both practically uncirculated (2)
£120-150
1476 † India, Kushan, Vasudeva I (c.195-230 AD), gold quarter dinar, king standing, rev. Shiva standing, wt. 1.83gms. (Göbl 505), *trace of mount on edge, fine and scarce* £120-150

1477 † India, Kushan, Vasudeva I, gold quarter dinar, king standing, rev. Shiva standing in front of bull, wt. 1.93gms. (Göbl 510), *traces of mounting on edge, fine and scarce* £120-150

1478 † India, Kalachuris of Tripuri, Gangeyadeva (c.1015-1041), gold stater, *obv. Lakshmi seated facing*, wt. 3.82gms. (M.410-413), *good very fine* £150-180

1479 † India, Chaulukyas of Anahillapataka, Kumarapala (fl.1145-1171), gold stater, *obv. Lakshmi seated facing*, wt. 4.09gms. (M.441-443), *very fine* £120-150

1480 † India, Chaulukyas of Anahillapataka, Kumarapala (fl.1145-1171), gold stater, *obv. Lakshmi seated facing*, wt. 4.16gms. (M.441-443), *very fine* £120-150

1481 † India, Sultans of Dehli, Muhammad bin Sam (1193-1206), gold stater, *obv. Lakshmi seated facing*, wt. 4.23gms. (M.512-513), *good very fine* £150-180

1482 † India, Ghorid, Muhammad bin Sam (1193-1206), gold staters (2), *obv. Lakshmi seated facing* (M.512-513), *very fine* (2) £250-300

1483 † India, Kashmir, base gold stater, in the name of Vinayaditya, stylized king standing, rev. stylized portrayal of Ardoksho enthroned, wt. 7.87gms (Fr.234 var.), *very base gold, about extremely fine* £120-150

1484 † India, Kashmir, base gold stater, in the name of Vinayaditya, stylized king standing, rev. stylized portrayal of Ardoksho enthroned, wt. 7.50gms. (Fr.234 var.), *very base gold, good very fine* £100-120
1485  **India**, Mughal empire, Aurangzeb (AH.1068-1118; AD.1658-1707), mohur, Surat, AH.1109, year 42, wt. 11.05gms. (KM.315.45), **good very fine** £350-400

1486  **India**, Princely States, Jaipur, Madho Singh II (1880-1922), mohur, with the name of Queen Victoria, Sawai Jaipur, year 31 (1910), wt. 10.86gms. (KM.150; Fr.1195), **good very fine** £400-500

1487  **India**, Princely States, Jaipur, Madho Singh II (1880-1922), mohur, with the name of Queen Victoria, Sawai Jaipur, year 33 (1912), wt. 10.89gms. (KM.150; Fr.1195), **good very fine** £400-500

1488  **India**, East India Company, Bombay presidency, proof pice, 1791, bale mark, date below, rev. scales (KM.193), **very minor scuffs in fields, about mint state** £150-200

1489  **India**, East India Company, Bombay presidency, proof pice, 1794, bale mark, date below, rev. scales (KM.193), **very minor scuffs in fields, about mint state** £150-200

1490  **India**, East India Company, Bombay presidency, mohur, Surat type, in the name of Shah ‘Alam II, year 46, privy mark 2 (1801-1802), struck at the Bombay mint, wt. 11.32gms. (Pr.257), **good very fine, very rare** £1500-1800

1491  **India**, East India Company, Bombay presidency, mohur, Surat type, in the name of Shah ‘Alam II, year 46, privy mark 4 (1803-1824), struck at the Bombay mint, wt. 11.49gms. (Pr.261), **good very fine** £800-1000
1492 † India, East India Company, Madras presidency, gold pagoda, 1808-1815 issue, top of pagoda on obverse under letter D, wt. 2.99gms. (Pr.150), traces of mounting on edge, otherwise extremely fine
£200-250

1493 India, East India Company, Madras presidency, 1/48 rupee, 1794, arms, rev. bale mark (KM.394); Victoria, ¼ anna, 1858(w), arms, rev. value in wreath (KM.463.1), all about mint state, the last two with almost full original lustre (3)
£100-150

1494 India, East India Company, Madras presidency, proof 20 cash, 1808, arms, rev. value in Persian and English (KM.321), about mint state with light rainbow toning
£200-250

1495 India, East India Company, Madras presidency, ashrafi, undated (1819), Company arms, rev. value in Persian, wt. 11.62gms. (Pr.241), very fine
£500-700

1496 India, East India Company, Madras presidency, 5 rupees, undated (1820), lion above shield of arms, rev. value in Persian, wt. 3.89gms. (Pr.244), minor adjustment marks, about extremely fine
£300-400

1497 India, rupees (3): 1840, type I, Bombay mint (Pr.52); 1840, type II, Calcutta or Bombay mint (Pr.57); 1916, Bombay mint (Pr.222), good very fine, the first with graffiti on queen's neck (3)
£60-80
India. Victoria, restrike proof set, 1877, rupee to twelfth anna, crowned bust l., rev. value, country and date within floral border (KM.492, 491, 490, 488, 487, 486, 484, 483), brilliant restrikes, in plastic holders, graded by NGC as PL62, PL64, PL Scratches, PL62, PL63RD, PL62RB, PL63RD, and PL65RD respectively; rare as a set (8) £4000-5000
1499  **India**, Edward VII, restrike proof set, 1908, rupee to twelfth anna, bare head r., *rev.* value and country between floral sprays (KM.508, 507, 506, 505, 502, 500, 498), *brilliant restrikes*, in plastic holders, graded by NGC as PL60, PL63, PL60, PL60, PL64RD, PL63RB, and PL64RD respectively; rare as a set (7)  £3000-4000

1500  **India**, George V, 15 rupees, 1918, Bombay mint, crowned bust l., *rev.* value, country and date within ornate border (Pr.25), *practically mint state, choice*  £1200-1400
1501  **India**, George V, restrike proof set, 1916, rupee to twelfth anna, crowned bust l., *rev.* value, country and date within floral border (KM.524, 522, 518, 515, 512, 510, 509), *brilliant restrikes*, in plastic holders, graded by NGC as PL61, PL63, PL63, PL63, PL63RD, PL64RD, and PL65RD respectively; rare as a set (7)  £3000-4000

1502  **India**, Sikh empire, gold token, c.1950, Zoravar Singh and Fateh Singh with their father, Guru Gobind Singh, *rev.* legend, wt. 7.82gms., *edge filed*, otherwise *extremely fine*  £300-400

1503  **India**, Sikh empire, gold token, c.1950, Zoravar Singh and Fateh Singh being bricked up alive, *rev.* legend, wt. 8.10gms., *edge filed*, otherwise *extremely fine*  £300-400
1504  India, Danish, Tranquebar, pagoda, undated (1789), crowned C7 monogram in oval on granulated field, rev. Indian deity, wt. 2.69gms. (KM.174; Fr.1518), obverse struck off-centre, good very fine, very rare £3000-4000

1505  Iran, Muzaffar al-din Shah, gold and silver medals, AH.1318 (1900), by A. Patey, uniformed bust threequarters facing, rev. lion and sun within wreath, each 36mm. (Rabino -), extremely fine with matt finishes, in contemporary twin case, very rare (2) £3000-4000

Struck in France during the Shah’s visit to Europe.

1506  Iran, Mohammad Reza Pahlevi, proof gold and enamel imitative 10 rials postage stamp for the coronation, SH.1347 (1967), the Shah, Empress and Prince Reza stand against red background, green enamel in border design, ‘perforated’ edge, 65 x 51mm., total wt. 49.85gms., the plain reverse stamped with maker’s mark and 900 fine, the gold surface matt, virtually as issued £1200-1400

1507  Italy, Parma, Maria Luigia (1815-1847), lira, 1815 (KM.C28); Kingdom, Vittorio Emanuele II (1861-1878), 50 centesimi, 1863M BN (KM.4a.1); Colombia, 50 centavos, 1892 (KM.187.2), the first two about extremely fine, the last good very fine (3) £150-200
1508  Japan, gold yen, Meiji year 4 (1871), low dot, radiant sun, wreath and banners around, rev. value (Y.9; Fr.49), extremely fine £200-250

1509  Japan, gold yen, Meiji year 9 (1876), radiant sun, wreath and banners around, rev. value (KM.Y9a; Fr.49), possibly ex-mount, very fine and very rare £1200-1500

1510  Katanga, 5 francs, 1961, bananas within circle, rev. cross, value and date within circle (KM.2a; Fr.1), in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as MS66 £300-400

1511  Malta, Emmanuel Pinto (1741-1773), 4 tari, undated, bust l., rev. crowned arms (RS.134), extremely fine and toned, rare thus £200-250

1512  Malta, Emmanuel de Rohan, 30 tari, 1781, bust r., rev. crowned arms on breast of headless eagle (RS.19), good very fine with some toning £250-300

1513  Malta, Ferdinand von Hompesch, 30 tari, 1798, bust l., rev. arms on breast of crowned double-headed eagle (RS.12), extremely fine £600-800
1514  **Mexico**, Philip V, pillar 8 reales, 1734/3MF, Mexico City (Calico 777; KM.103), *very fine*  £250-300

1515  **Mexico**, 50 pesos, 1947 (KM.481), made into a watch by Audemars, Piguet, Geneva, *no glass but watch appears to be working; superbly made and presumably very rare*  £1750-2250

We have seen many US double eagles which have been turned into watches but this is the first example of a 50 pesos.

1516  **Netherlands**, Wilhelmina, 10 gulden, 1898, diademed head r., *rev. crowned shield of arms (KM.124; Fr.348), practically uncirculated*  £250-300

A one year type.

1517  **Netherlands**, Wilhelmina, 25 cents (2), 1894, young head l., *rev. value and date within wreath (KM.115), about extremely fine (2)*  £120-150
1518 Netherlands, Wilhelmina, 25 cents, 1895, young head l., rev. value and date within wreath (KM.115), good extremely fine £150-180

1519 Netherlands, trade coinage, ducats (2): 1927; 1928, standing knight divides arms, rev. inscription within ornamented square (KM.83.1; Fr.352), about mint state (2) £250-300

1520 New Zealand, George V, proof halfcrown, 1935, crowned bust l., rev. crowned shield of arms within ornamental design (KM.5), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF64, practically mint state, scarce £400-600
Part of the proof set: only 364 pieces struck.

1521 Poland, Republic, 20 zloty, undated (1925), crowned bust of Boleslav I l., rev. crowned eagle (Y.33; Fr.115), about uncirculated £300-350

1522 Portugal, Joao V, 4 escudos, 1738, laur. head r., rev. crowned garnished shield (KM.221; Fr.86), plugged, good fine, scarce £300-350

1523 Rhodesia & Nyasaland, Elizabeth II, proof copper nickel halfcrown, 1955, bust r., rev. shield of arms with supporters (KM.7), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as PF66 CAMEO, brilliant proof £400-600
KM states only 10 pieces struck.
1524  România, Carol II, 20 lei, undated (1944), conjoined heads of three Romanian kings, 1601, 1918, 1944 below, rev. eagle within border of shields (KM.XM13; Fr.21), practically uncirculated £200-250

1525  Russia, Catherine II, the Great, 10 roubles, 1767СПБ, bust r., rev. crowned shields in cruciform, date in angles (Cr.79a; Fr.129a; Bit.15), mount mark at 12 o’clock, about very fine £1250-1500

1526  Russia, Catherine II, the Great, 10 roubles, 1773, St Petersburg, bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, date in angles (Cr.76; Fr.135; Bit.115), small flan flaw in front of face, otherwise practically mint state, scarce £600-800

1527  Russia, Catherine II, the Great, gold rouble, 1779, St Petersburg, crowned bust r., rev. crowned double-headed eagle (Fr.136; Bit.116), light traces of mounting, otherwise about extremely fine £300-400

1528  Russia, Catherine II, the Great, rouble, 1780СПБ ИЗ, St Peters burg, crowned bust r., rev. crowned double-headed eagle (Cr.67b, Dav.1685; Bit.228), about extremely fine £400-500

1529  Russia, Catherine II, the Great, gold poltina, 1777, St Petersburg, crowned bust r., rev. crowned monogram (Fr.136; Bit.116), light traces of mounting, otherwise about extremely fine £300-400

1530  Russia, Alexander I, rouble, 1817ПС, St Petersburg, crowned imperial eagle, rev. legend within wreath (KM.C130; Bit.116), very fine £100-120
1531  **Russia**, Alexander I, gold medal, 1813, conjoined laur. busts of Francis I, Alexander I and Friedrich Wilhelm III r., *rev.* legend and date in ten lines, 46mm., wt. 34.20gms. (Diakov 365.1), *traces of mounting on edge, numerous contact marks, fine and rare* £1200-1500

1532  **Russia**, Alexander I, gilt white-metal medal, 1813, by Lauer, commemorating the Battle of Hanau, three kings standing, *rev.* battle scene, 32mm. (Diakov 367.1; Bramsen 1273), *extremely fine* £150-180

1533  **Russia**, Alexander I, copper-gilt medal, 1814, by T. Wyon Sr., commemorating the visit of Alexander I to Great Britain, laur. bust r., *rev.* Britannia seated l., 34mm. (Diakov 383; Eimer 1053 var.), *some discoloration, otherwise extremely fine, rare* £400-500
Russia, Nicholas I, novodel Imperial Family 1½ roubles or 10 zlotych, 1836, bare curly haired bust r. of the czar with legend including date surrounding, rev. encircled regal bust r. of the Empress Alexandra at centre among facing portraits of the royal children without circles outlining them, no legend (KM.C172.2; Bit.H889), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS61, a sharply detailed specimen nearly as struck and very rare thus, with appealing pastel grey toning, an important coin £35,000-40,000

Nicholas and Alexandra had ten children, seven of whom are featured on this famous coin: Alexander (destined to become Czar Alexander II), Maria Nikolaevna, Olga Nikolaevna, Alexandra Nikolaevna, Constantine Nikolaevich, Nicholas Nikolaevich, and Michael Nikolaevich. Two other children were stillborn, and Elizabeth Nikolaevna died about 1829, aged only 3. All seven children married into German aristocratic families. This charming coin was clearly meant as more than a mere memento; while this specimen is exceptional in its preservation, others are known with considerable wear, and clearly were carried for many years by admirers of the Romanovs, the last imperial family of Russia.
1535 Russia, Nicholas I, gold academic prize medal, undated, by M. Sizorsky, crowned double-headed eagle, rev. Minerva standing, holding laurel wreath and lamp, wt. 25.11gms., 32mm. (Diakov 523.2), minor marks in fields, extremely fine £2000-2500

1536 Russia, Alexander II, 5 roubles, 1862СПБ ПФ, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, rev. value and date (Y.B26; Fr.163; Bit.8), practically mint state £500-600

1537 Russia, Alexander II, rouble, 1878СПБ НФ, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, rev. value and date within wreath (Y.25), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS62, practically uncirculated £175-225
1538  
Russia, Alexander III, 5 roubles, 1889, St. Petersburg, bare head r., rev. crowned double-headed eagle (Y.42; Fr.168; Bit.33), small scratch on cheek, about uncirculated  £300-400

1539  
Russia, Alexander III, rouble, 1883, Coronation, bare head r., rev. crown and sceptre on cushion within wreath (Y.43; Bit.217), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63, attractively toned, practically mint state  £250-300

1540  
Russia, Alexander III, rouble, 1892АГ, St. Petersburg, bare head r., rev. crowned double-headed eagle (Y.46; Bit.76), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63, practically mint state, scarce  £1750-2250
1541 Russia, Nicholas II, commemorative rouble, 1913, Romanov Tercentary, conjoined busts three-quarters r., rev. crowned double-headed eagle (Dav.298; Y.70), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS65, practically mint state  £200-250

1542 Russia, Nicholas II, commemorative rouble, 1913, Romanov Tercentary, conjoined busts three-quarters r., rev. crowned double-headed eagle (Dav.298; Y.70), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS64, practically mint state  £150-200

1543 Russia, Nicholas II, commemorative rouble, 1913, Romanov Tercentary, conjoined busts three-quarters r., rev. crowned double-headed eagle (Dav.298; Y.70), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63, practically mint state  £150-200

1544 Russia, Nicholas II, commemorative rouble, 1913, Romanov Tercentary, conjoined busts three-quarters r., rev. crowned double-headed eagle (Dav.298; Y.70), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63, practically mint state  £150-200
1545 Russia, Nicholas II, commemorative rouble, 1913, Romanov Tercentary, conjoined busts three-quarters r., rev. crowned double-headed eagle (Dav.298; Y.70), in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS61, practically mint state £100-120

1546 Russia, Nicholas II, commemorative rouble, 1913, Romanov Tercentary, conjoined busts three-quarters r., rev. crowned double-headed eagle (Dav.298; Y.70; Bit.336), extremely fine £100-120

1547 Russia, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, chervonetz, 1976, no mintmaster’s initials on edge, Soviet arms, rev. sower scattering seed (Y.85; Fr.163a), uncirculated, rare £400-500

1548 Southern Rhodesia, Elizabeth II, proof crown, 1953, Rhodes Centenary, laur. bust r. rev. cameo portrait of Cecil Rhodes flanked by sprigs above three shields (KM.27), in original fitted case, lightly toned, mint state £80-100
1549  Spain, Isabel II, 100 reales, 1859, bare head r., rev. crowned oval arms above sprigs, value below (KM.605.3; Fr.331), edge nick at one o’clock, good very fine; Germany, Empire, Prussia, 5 marks, 1877B (KM.507), very fine (2)  £300-350

1550  Spain, Provisional Government, peseta, 1870, Hispania reclining, rev. crowned arms flanked by two pillars (Calico 17; KM.653); Alfonso XIII, peseta, 1896 (Calico 41; KM.706), the first good very fine and scarce, the second very fine (2)  £150-200

1551  Spain, Alfonso XII, 5 pesetas, 1875, bare head l., rev. crowned arms flanked by two pillars (Calico 25a; KM.671), extremely fine  £200-250

1552  Spain, Alfonso XIII, 100 pesetas, 1897SG-V (61), child’s head r., rev. crowned shield of arms between pillars (KM.708; Fr.347), in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as MS64  £1500-2000

Restruck from original dies in 1961.

1553  Spain, Alfonso XIII, 5 pesetas, 1892, infant head l., rev. crowned arms flanked by two pillars (Calico 18; KM.689), extremely fine  £200-250
1554 **Spanish Netherlands**, Philip II, beggars badge [geuzenpenning], a cast oval silver-gilt medal, 1566, EN TOVT FIDELLES AV ROY, bust of Philip II r., *rev.* IVSQVES A PORTER LA BESACE, two noblemen clasp hands, raised border and integral suspension loop, 44 x 31mm. (cf. van Loon I, 84/1), *very fine* £300-400

1555 **Straits Settlements**, Victoria, ½ cent, 1889, diademed head l., *rev.* value (KM.15), *dark*, about mint state £200-300

1556 **Straits Settlements**, George V, 10 cents, 1918; 50 cents, 1920, crowned bust l., *rev.* value within beaded circle (KM.29a/35.1), both *uncirculated* (2) £80-100

1557 **Sweden**, Charles XI, The Peace of Lund, 1679, gilt-bronze medal, by Anton Meybusch, dr. armoured bust r., *rev.* A COELO EST QUÆ DAT PACEM, hand from heaven lays palm branch on crown placed on altar, around which are stacked military trophies, 44.5mm. (Hildebrand 70), *good very fine, scarce* £150-200

The Peace of Lund was the final treaty ending the Scanian War between Denmark-Norway and Sweden.
1558 Sweden, Gustav III, Assassination, 1792, gilt-bronze medal, by C. H. Küchler, struck by Matthew Boulton, armoured bust r., rev. TAM MARTE - QUAM MERCURIO, figure holds wreath over tomb bedecked with military trophies, to l., cherub, 55.5mm. (Hildebrand 98; Pollard 3), in silk-lined pale green leather fitted case, several short scratch-marks by VEC of SVECLAE, surface brushed, otherwise nearly extremely fine and as an example struck on a gilt flan, rare £150-200

1559 USA, colonial, restrike tin plantation token, 1/24 real, undated (1688), king on horseback r., rev. four heraldic shields connected by chains, practically mint state £1000-1500

1560 USA, 20 dollars, 1907, Liberty stg. facing, rev. eagle l., in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS63 £1000-1100
1561 G USA, 20 dollars, 1913, Liberty stg. facing, rev. eagle l., in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS61 £1000-1100

1562 G USA, 10 dollars (3): 1899, set in a mount; 1909; 1926, ex-mount, Liberty/Indian head l., rev. eagle, the 1909 good very fine, the others fine (3) £1100-1200

1563 G USA, 10 dollars (2): 1912, in plastic holder, graded by NGC as AU55; 1914; 2½ dollars (3): 1911; 1926; 1927, Indian head l., rev. eagle l., generally good very fine to almost uncirculated (5) £1100-1200

1564 G USA, 10 dollars, 1915, Indian head l., rev. eagle l., in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS65, choice mint state, rare £2000-2500
1565  G USA, 5 dollars (7): 1887S; 1909; 1910; 1911; 1912; 1913; 1916, Liberty/Indian head l., rev. eagle, fine or better (7) £1200-1400

1566  G USA, 5 dollars, 1910; 2½ dollars, 1913, Indian head l., rev. eagle l., good very fine or better (2) £300-350

1567  G USA, 3 dollars, 1854O, Liberty head l., rev. value and date within wreath, in plastic holder, graded by PCGS as XF45, very scarce £1250-1750

1568  G USA, 2½ dollars, 1856, Liberty head l., rev. eagle with shield on breast, in plastic holder, graded by NGC as MS61, extremely fine or better £200-250

1569  G USA, 2½ dollars (10): 1878; 1908; 1909; 1910; 1912; 1913; 1914; 1915; 1925; 1929, Liberty/Indian head l., rev. eagle l., very fine or better (10) £1100-1200

1570  G USA, 2½ dollars (2): 1928; 1929, Indian head l., rev. eagle l., in plastic holders, graded by NGC as MS62 and MS61 respectively, both extremely fine or better (2) £400-500
1571  USA, gold dollar, type 1, 1853, Liberty head l., rev. value and date within wreath; California, gold round quarter dollar, 1871G, small Liberty head l., rev. ¼ DOLLAR CAL within wreath (B&G.839), the first very fine, the second practically as struck (2) £250-300

1572  USA, California, gold round half dollar, 1853, Liberty head l., rev. date in wreath, value and CALIFORNIA GOLD around (B&G.429), practically as struck £200-250

1573  USA, GSA silver dollar, 1883, Carson City, Liberty head l., rev. eagle within wreath, in Perspex case and fitted box of issue, mint state £80-100

1574  USA, half dollar, 1875S; quarter dollar, 1876, Liberty std. r., rev. eagle with shield on breast, very fine or better (2) £80-100

1575  USA, cent, 1797, draped bust r., rev. value within wreath, about very fine £200-250

1576  USA, cents (3): 1816; 1827; 1832, Liberty head l., rev. value within wreath, good fine to very fine (3) £100-120

1577  Venezuela, Republic, 5 bolivars, 1911, arms within sprigs above banner, rev. bare head l. (Y.24.2), in plastic holder, graded by ANACS as EF45, about extremely fine £100-150
Ancient Coins

1578 † Kolophon, drachm (480-450 BC), head of Apollo r., rev. lyre with retrograde legend around, all within incuse square, wt. 5.45gms. (S.4341 var.), very fine, rare £250-300

1579 † Macedonia, Alexander III, the Great (336-323 BC), tetradrachm, rev. Nike in l. field (S.6719 var.); drachm, rev. monogram in l. field (S.6730 var.), the first fine, the second tooled on reverse otherwise very fine (2) £150-200

1580 † Persis, assorted small silver coins (11), various types, very fine or better, an interesting group (11) £400-500

1581 † Parthia, assorted drachms (8), various rulers, together with an Æ unit of Mithradates II, fine to extremely fine, one chipped (9) £350-450

1582 † Indo-Greek, assorted square Æ coins (5), various types; Seleucid, Antiochos VI (145-142 BC), Æ, rev. elephant (S.7081), very fine or better, an interesting group (6) £200-250

1583 † Roman Republic, Mark Antony, legionary denarii (2), LEG XV, LEG XVII (S.1479 var.); Roman Empire, Domitian (AD 81-96), denarii (2): AD 85, rev. Minerva (S.2742 var.), AD 89, rev. Minerva (S.2732 var.), fine to good very fine (4) £150-200

1584 Roman Empire, Marcus Aurelius (AD 161-180) as Augustus, aureus, Rome, AD 162, IMP M AVREL ANTONINVS AVG P M, dr. bust r., rev. CONCORDIAE AVGVSTOR TR P XVI, Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus standing clasping hands, in ex. COS III, wt. 7.25gms. (S.4853 var.), good very fine £2000-2500
1585 † **Roman Empire**, Caracalla (AD 198-217), denarii (4): AD 200, rev. Victory (S.6894); AD 213, rev. Hercules (S.6828); AD 214, rev. Jupiter (S.6832); AD 216, rev. Sarapis (S.-), very fine to extremely fine (4) £150-200

1586 † **Roman Empire**, Elagabalus (AD 217-222), denarius, rev. Libertas (S.7523 var.); Severus Alexander (AD 222-235), denarii (3): AD 227, rev. Pax (S.7904), AD 230, rev. Sol (S.7910), AD 232, rev. Sol (S.7914 var.); Philip I (AD 244-249), antoninianus, Antioch, AD 249, rev. Felicitas (S.8950), very fine or better (5) £100-120

1587 † **Byzantine**, Maurice Tiberius (582-602 AD), 8 pentanummia, Cherson, emperor and empress standing facing, rev. Theodosius standing facing, large H to r., wt. 11.23gms. (S.605), good fine, rare £200-250

*Islamic Coins*

1588 † **Arab-Sasanian**, ‘Abd Allah b. ‘Amir (c.41-45h), drachm, DA (Darabjird) 43h, wt. 4.04gms. (Walker Th.9; SICA.1:237; A.7), good very fine £100-120

1589 † **Arab-Sasanian**, ‘Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr (60-73h), drachm, DA (Darabjird) 53ye, Pahlavi GM monogram in rev. margin, wt. 4.06gms. (Walker ANS.7-8 var.; SICA.1:256 var.; A.16), light scratches on reverse, otherwise good very fine £100-120

1590 † **Arab-Sasanian**, Mus‘ab b. al-Zubayr (c.67-71h), drachm, KRMAN-NAR (Narmashir) 71h, countermarked ‘lillah’ in obv. margin, wt. 4.08gms. (Walker 207; SICA.-; A.17), good very fine, rare £300-400

*ex Peus Auction 392, 4 May 2007, lot 4625*
1591 Arab-Sasanian, 'Amr b. Laqit (fl.82-83h), drachm, GRM-KRMAN (unidentified location in Kirman province) 82h, wt. 4.10gms. (Walker -; SICA.-; A.39), good very fine and extremely rare, believed to be the only recorded example of this date £2000-2500
*ex Triton X, 9-10 January 2007, lot 903

All other known coins of this governor are dated 83h; this is believed to be the first recorded example dated 82h. The date on this coin is quite clear.

1592 Arab-Sasanian, Surayk b. al-Harith, fals, ST (Istakhr), undated, facing bust, rev. legend, wt. 1.18gms. (Gyselen 72), surfaces corroded, fine and very rare £100-120

1593 Arab-Sasanian, Gyanbud, fals, no mint or date, two facing busts, rev. standing figure, Pahlavi legend to r., wt. 0.69gms. (Gyselen 80), edge split, otherwise very fine, rare £100-120

1594 Arab-Sasanian, fulus (3): Daray, Bishapur, undated (Gyselen 7); Abay, Bishapur, undated (Gyselen 8); Farrukhzad, Jur 104h (Gyselen 16), fine to about very fine (3) £100-120

1595 Arab-Khwarizm, al-Fadl b. Sahl (as Dhu’l-Riyasatayn), half drachm, no mint or date, bust of king r., rev. horseman r., dhu’l-r / iyasatayn in upper l. field, wt. 1.83gms. (Artuk 21 var.), weak in parts, light scratches on reverse, otherwise very fine and very rare £600-800

Dhu’l-Riyasatayn (d.202h) was the vizier of the caliph al-Ma’mun.
1596 † **Umayyad, temp. ‘Abd al-Malik (65-86h), dirham, Jayy 79h, wt. 2.46gms. (Klat 253.b), minor deposit, otherwise very fine, scarce** £200-250

1597 † **Umayyad, temp. ‘Abd al-Malik, dirham, Dabil 85h, wt. 2.63gms. (Klat 286), slightly clipped, very fine and very rare** £1000-1200

1598 † **Umayyad, temp. ‘Abd al-Malik, dirham, al-Kufa 79h, wt. 2.33gms. (Klat 540), slightly clipped, very fine and scarce** £600-800

1599 † **Umayyad, temp. ‘Abd al-Malik, dirham, Marw 83h, wt. 2.65gms. (Klat 585.d), obverse surface slightly corroded, otherwise very fine, rare** £300-400
† Umayyad, temp. ‘Abd al-Malik, dirham, Wasit 84h, wt. 2.90gms. (Klat 679), minor deposit, otherwise about extremely fine, scarce
£300-400

† Umayyad, temp. ‘Abd al-Malik, dirham, Wasit 84h, wt. 2.62gms. (Klat 679), harshly cleaned, some deposit, edge chipped, otherwise very fine, scarce
£100-120

† Umayyad, temp. al-Walid I (86-96h), dirham, Abarashahr 92h, wt. 2.66gms. (Klat 6.a), about very fine, scarce
£100-120

† Umayyad, temp. al-Walid I, dirham, Junday Sabur 92h, wt. 2.75gms. (Klat 240), cleaned, faint graffiti on reverse, otherwise very fine, rare
£200-250

† Umayyad, temp. al-Walid I, dirham, Dastawa 90h, wt. 2.87gms. (Klat 309), extremely fine, rare
£250-300

† Umayyad, temp. al-Walid I, dirham, Ramhurmuz 90h, wt. 2.68gms. (Klat 383), good very fine
£100-120

† Umayyad, temp. al-Walid I, dirham, al-Rayy 93h, wt. 2.81gms. (Klat 402), light graffiti on obverse, very fine and rare
£200-250

† Umayyad, temp. al-Walid I, dirham, Sijistan 91h, wt. 2.76gms. (Klat 433), cleaned, otherwise very fine, scarce
£100-120
1608 † Umayyad, temp. al-Walid I, dirham, al-Furat 95h, wt. 2.75gms. (Klat 507), some deposit, otherwise very fine, scarce
£100-120

1609 † Umayyad, temp. al-Walid I / Sulayman, dirham, Abarshahr 96h, wt. 2.21gms. (Klat 10.a), slightly clipped, otherwise very fine, rare
£120-150

1610 † Umayyad, temp. al-Walid I / Sulayman, dirham, Ramhurmuz 96h, wt. 2.76gms. (Klat 389), very fine and very rare
£800-1000

1611 † Umayyad, temp. Yazid II / Hisham, dirham, Adharbayjan 105h, wt. 2.72gms. (Klat 24.a1), about very fine
£100-120

1612 Umayyad, temp. Hisham (105-125h), dinar, 115h, wt. 4.09gms. (Walker 235), very fine, scarce date
£300-400
1613 † Umayyad, temp. Hisham, dirham, al-Andalus 110h, wt. 2.74gms. (Klat 123), *slightly bent, otherwise very fine, scarce* £200-250

1614 † Umayyad, temp. Hisham, dirham, Dimashq 115h, wt. 2.43gms. (Klat 359), *light scratch across centre of obverse, otherwise about very fine, rare* £100-120

1615 Umayyad, temp. Hisham, dirham, Dimashq 120h, wt. 2.92gms. (Klat 364), *about extremely fine, rare* £300-400

1616 Umayyad, temp. Ibrahim/Marwan II, dirham, al-Jazira 127h, wt. 2.78gms. (Klat 223), *very fine, rare* £200-250

* ex Spink Auction 200, 5 October 2009, lot 1077
1617  **Umayyad**, dirham, al-Andalus 135h, wt. 2.82gms. (Miles p.126; SCC.804), *minor double-striking on reverse, otherwise about extremely fine, very rare*  £5000-7000

This coin was struck under the authority of the last Umayyad governor of al-Andalus, Yusuf b. ‘Abd al-Rahman (130-138h). It is one of a few very rare issues struck in the period between the collapse of the Umayyad caliphate in the east in 132h and the establishment of the independent Spanish Umayyad emirate in 138h.

1618 †  **Umayyad**, dirhams (10): Istakhr 93h, Ifriqiya 103h, Jayy 94h, Sijistan 91h, 94h, al-Sus 94h, al-Kufa 101h, Mahay 98h, Marw 110h, Manadhir 94h, *fine to good very fine, one clipped* (10)  £300-400

1619 †  **Umayyad**, fals, Istakhr, undated, citing Salm b. al-Musayyib, wt. 1.19gms. (Miles Persepolis 180-184; A.A201), *surfaces slightly corroded, otherwise very fine, rare*  £100-120

1620 †  **Umayyad Revolutionary**, Abu Muslim, fals, no mint, 131h, wt. 2.93gms. (Wurtzel 36; A.208), *about very fine, scarce*  £100-120

1621 †  **Abbasid**, temp. al-Saffah (132-136h), dirham, Ardashir Khurra 134h, wt. 2.94gms. (SCC.827; A.211), *very fine, scarce*  £100-120

1622 †  **Abbasid**, temp. al-Saffah, dirham, Dimashq 133h, wt. 2.80gms. (SCC.825; A.211), *very fine and very rare*  £300-400
1623 † Abbasid, temp. al-Saffah, dirham, Suq al-Ahwaz 134h, wt. 2.91gms. (SCC.831; A.211), very fine, rare
£120-150

1624 † Abbasid, temp. al-Mansur (136-158h), dirham, Arran 146h, wt. 2.85gms. (SCC.871; A.213.1), very fine, rare
£200-250

1625 † Abbasid, temp. al-Mansur, dirham, Istakhr 139h, wt. 2.91gms. (SCC.849; A.213.1), very fine, rare
£150-180

1626 † Abbasid, temp. al-Mansur, dirham, Nishapur 143h, wt. 2.85gms. (Lowick 2301; A.213.1), very fine and very rare
£400-500

1627 † Abbasid, al-Mahdi (158-169h), dirham, Madinat Zaranj 166h, citing Nusayr, wt. 2.85gms. (A.215.1), very fine, rare
£100-120

1628 † Abbasid, al-Mahdi, fals, Sabur, undated, in the name of the heir Musa, citing Salih b. Da’ud, wt. 2.63gms. (Miles Persepolis 506-507; A.A205), edge split, reverse double-struck, otherwise very fine, rare
£120-150

1629 Abbasid, al-Rashid (170-193h), dinar, 185h, in the name of the heir al-Amin, wt. 4.16gms. (Bernardi 75; A.218.3), a few minor marks, very fine
£150-200

1630 † Abbasid, temp. al-Rashid, fals, Ardashir Khurra 182h, citing Muhammad al-Barmaki, wt. 1.24gms. (Lowick 705; Shamma p.266, no.6; A.317), about very fine, scarce
£100-120
1631 † Abbasid, temp. al-Rashid, fals, Ardashir Khurra 183h, citing Muhammad al-Barmaki, wt. 1.39gms. (Lowick -; Shamma -; A.317), weak in parts, about very fine and extremely rare, the date believed unpublished

£200-250

1632 † Abbasid, temp. al-Rashid, fals, Fasa 182h, citing Muhammad b. Yahya al-Barmaki, wt. 2.35gms. (Lowick 717; Shamma p.273, no.3; A.321), good fine, rare

£150-180

1633 † Abbasid, temp. al-Rashid, fulus (3): Sabur 183h, Fasa 184h, 18xh, fine or better, all rare (3)

£100-120

1634 † Abbasid, al-Amin (193-198h), dirham, Madinat Herat 193h, in the name of the heir al-Ma’mun, wt. 2.90gms. (A.221.4), very fine, scarce

£100-120

1635 † Abbasid, temp. al-Ma’mun (194-218h), dirham, Madinat Arran 216h, citing Khalid b. Yazid and Ibrahim b. ‘Attab, wt. 2.89gms. (A.223.4), scratched in margins, otherwise very fine, very rare

£200-250

1636 † Abbasid, temp. al-Ma’mun, dirham, Madinat Zaranj 205h, citing Ghassan and A’yan b. Harthama, wt. 2.92gms. (A.223.4), scratched on both sides, otherwise very fine, extremely rare

£150-180

1637 † Abbasid, temp. al-Ma’mun, dirham, al-Kufa 206h, wt. 3.10gms. (SCC.1186; A.223.5), slightly creased, about very fine and very rare

£100-120
1638 **Abbasid**, temp. al-Ma’mun, dirham, Marw 212h, wt. 2.96gms. (Lowick 2290; A.223.6), about extremely fine, extremely rare £300-400

1639 † **Abbasid**, al-Mu’tasim (218-227h), dirham, Madinat al-Salam 219h, wt. 2.94gms. (A.226), about extremely fine £100-120

1640 **Abbasid**, al-Wathiq (227-232h), dinar, Misr 228h, wt. 3.47gms. (Bernardi 152De; A.227), slightly clipped, otherwise very fine, rare date £300-400

1641 **Abbasid**, al-Wathiq, dinar, Misr 229h, wt. 4.16gms. (Bernardi 152De; A.227), about very fine, scarce £200-250

1642 **Abbasid**, al-Wathiq, dinar, Misr 232h, wt. 4.14gms. (Bernardi 152De; A.227), very fine, scarce £250-300

1643 **Abbasid**, al-Musta’in (248-251h), dinar, Samarqand 250h, with the name of the heir al-‘Abbas, wt. 4.14gms. (Artuk 348; Bernardi 161Qe; A.233.2), minor weakness in margins, very fine and scarce £300-400

1644 † **Abbasid**, al-Mu’tazz (251-255h), dinar, Marw 253h, wt. 3.89gms. (A.235.1), some tooling, otherwise obverse fine, reverse very fine, scarce £150-180

1645 † **Abbasid**, al-Mu’tamid (256-279h), dirham, Madinat al-Salam 272h, with the name of the heir al-Muwaffaq, wt. 3.15gms. (SCC.1342; A.240.5), very fine and very rare £100-120
1646 † Abbasid, al-Mu‘tadid (279-289h), dirham, Dustar min al-Ahwaz 287h, wt. 3.55gms. (A.242), *weak in parts, very fine and very rare* £120-150

1647 † Abbasid, al-Muktafi (289-295h), dirham, Wasit 291h, with the name of the vizier Wali al-dawla, wt. 2.91gms. (SCC.1435; A.244.2), *slightly bent at one edge, otherwise extremely fine* £100-120

1648 Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dinar, al-Ahwaz 317h, with the name of the heir Abu‘l-‘Abbas, wt. 4.24gms. (Bernardi 242Nd; A.245.2), *very fine* £250-300

1649 Abbasid, al-Muqtadir, dinar, al-Ahwaz 318h, with the name of the heir Abu‘l-‘Abbas, wt. 4.54gms. (Bernardi 242Nd; A.245.2), *minor weakness in margins, good very fine* £300-400

1650 Abbasid, al-Muqtadir, dinar, al-Ahwaz 320h, with the names of the heir Abu‘l-‘Abbas and the vizier ‘Amid al-dawla, wt. 4.30gms. (Bernardi 243Nd; A.248), *minor weakness in margins, very fine* £300-400

1651 Abbasid, al-Muqtadir, dinar, Tustar min al-Ahwaz 320h, with the names of the heir Abu‘l-‘Abbas and the vizier ‘Amid al-dawla, wt. 5.06gms. (Bernardi 243Ne; A.248), *reverse double-struck, otherwise good very fine* £300-400
1652  † Abbasid, al-Muqtadir, dinar, Harran 300h, with the name of the heir Abu'l-'Abbas, wt. 3.22gms. (A.245.2), *small flan crack in centre, otherwise very fine, extremely rare* £2500-3000

1653  Abbasid, al-Muqtadir, dinar, Suq al-Ahwaz 313h, with the name of the heir Abu'l-'Abbas, wt. 3.92gms. (Bernardi 242Nf; A.245.2), *minor weakness in margins, good very fine, scarce* £300-400

1654  Abbasid, al-Muqtadir, dinar, Suq al-Ahwaz 318h, with the name of the heir Abu'l-'Abbas, wt. 4.95gms. (Bernardi 242Nf; A.245.2), *some weakness in margins, very fine* £250-300

1655  Abbasid, al-Muqtadir, dinar, Suq al-Ahwaz 320h, with the names of the heir Abu'l-'Abbas and the vizier 'Amid al-dawla, wt. 4.05gms. (Bernardi 243Nf; A.248), *very fine* £250-300
1656 **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir, dinar, Qumm 317h, with the name of the heir Abu'l-'Abbas, wt. 3.38gms. (Bernardi 242Mn; A.245.2), *slightly clipped, otherwise very fine, very rare* £600-800

1657 **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir, dinar, al-Karaj 310h, with the name of the heir Abu'l-'Abbas, wt. 3.91gms. (Bernardi 242Jf; A.245.2), *edge clip, some weakness in margins otherwise very fine, very rare* £400-500

1658 **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir, dinar, al-Karaj 313h, with the name of the heir al-'Abbas, wt. 3.73gms. (Bernardi 242Jf; A.245.2), *margins partly flat, otherwise very fine, very rare* £400-500

1659 **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir, dinar, al-Karaj 317h, with the name of the heir Abu'l-'Abbas, wt. 3.81gms. (Bernardi 242Jf; A.245.2), *wavy flan, edge partly filed, about very fine and rare* £400-500

1660 **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir, dinar, Mah al-Basra 318h, with the name of the heir Abu'l-'Abbas, letter *jim* above obverse legend and letters *mim-rah* below reverse legend, wt. 4.54gms. (Bernardi 242Mq; A.245.2), *some weakness in margins, otherwise good very fine, rare* £500-700

The additional letters on this coin probably refer to the Ziyarid ruler Mardawij b. Ziyar.

1661 † **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir, dinar, Mah al-Kufa 313h, with the name of the heir Abu'l-'Abbas, wt. 4.43gms. (A.245.2), *weak in parts, reverse double-struck, otherwise good very fine, rare* £500-700

1662 **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir, dinar, Madinat al-Salam 307h, with the name of the heir Abu'l-'Abbas, wt. 4.10gms. (Bernardi 242Jh; A.245.2), *slightly creased, very fine* £200-250
1663 **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir, dinar, Hamadan 313h, with the name of the heir Abu’l-‘Abbas, wt. 3.62gms. (Bernardi 242Mu; A.245.2), *margins partly flat, some light scrapes on obverse, otherwise very fine, rare* £400-500

1664 † **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir, dirham, Arrajan 308h, with the name of the heir Abu’l-‘Abbas, wt. 3.61gms. (Tiesenhausen 2287; A.246.2), *cleaned, reverse double-struck, weak in parts otherwise very fine, very rare* £100-120

1665 † **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir, dirham, Harran 298h, with the name of the heir Abu’l-‘Abbas, wt. 2.85gms. (A.246.2), *good fine, very rare* £100-120

1666 † **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir, dirham, Hulwan 297h, with the name of the heir Abu’l-‘Abbas, wt. 3.17gms. (A.246.2), *slightly bent, some weakness in margins, otherwise very fine and extremely rare, believed to be an unpublished date for the mint* £250-300

1667 **Abbasid**, al-Qahir (320-322h), dinar, al-Karaj 321h, with the name of the heir Abu’l-Qasim, wt. 4.11gms. (Bernardi 277Jf; A.250.2), *traces of mounting, weak in parts otherwise very fine, rare* £400-500

1668 **Abbasid**, al-Qahir, dinar, Mah al-Basra 321h, with the name of the heir Abu’l-Qasim, wt. 3.76gms. (Bernardi 277Mq; A.250.2), *small edge flaw, otherwise good very fine, rare* £600-800

1669 **Abbasid**, al-Radi (322-329h), dinar, Tustar min al-Ahwaz 322h, wt. 4.05gms. (Bernardi 285Ne; A.254.1), *good very fine* £250-300

1670 **Abbasid**, al-Radi, dinar, Suq al-Ahwaz 323h, wt. 3.49gms. (Bernardi 285Nf; A.254.1), *minor weakness in margins, good very fine* £300-400
1671 † Abbasid, al-Muttaqi (329-333h), dirham, Wasit 329h, citing the amir Abu’l-Husayn Bajkam, wt. 3.17gms. (Qatar 2288; A.258), very fine, scarce £100-120

1672 † Abbasid, al-Mustakfi (333-334h), dirham, al-Kufa 334h, with the name of the heir Abu’l-Hasan Muhammad, wt. 3.14gms. (A.263), margins partly flat, otherwise about very fine, very rare £200-250

1673 † Abbasid, dirhams (8): Madinat Isbahan 201h, Ifriqiya 166h, Samarqand 204h, al-‘Abbasiya 150h, 152h, al-Muhammadiya 201h, Madinat al-Salam 327h, Madinat Marw 185h, fine to good very fine (8) £100-120

1674 † Abbasid, dirhams (6): Madinat Zaranj 182h, 190h, Sijistan 172h, Madinat Marw 185h, al-Haruniya 169h (2), fine to about very fine, most scarce (6) £120-150

1675 † Abbasid, dirhams (18): al-Basra 282h, Sijistan 191h, Kirman 167h, al-Muhammadiya 170h, 223h, Madinat al-Salam 195h, 276h, 324h, 331h (2), al-Mawsil 293h, 294h, 303h, 323h, Nasibin 293h, Madinat Nishapur, date unclear, Wasit 327h, 331h, fine to very fine, some scarce or rare (18) £300-400

1676 † Aghlabid, Ziyadat Allah I (201-223h), dirham, Ifriqiya 207h, wt. 2.78gms. (A.439), very fine and very rare £250-300

1677 † Muwahhid, Abu ‘Abd Allah Muhammad (595-610h), dinar, no mint or date, wt. 4.55gms. (Hazard 506; A.485), pierced, otherwise very fine, rare £250-300
1678 † Fatimid, al-Mustansir (427-487h), dinar, Dimashq 444h, wt. 4.07gms. (A.719), very fine and very rare £2000-2500

1679 † Fatimid, dinars (3): Misr 365h, 366h, mint and date unclear, fine to very fine, the first with some graffiti (3) £500-700

1680 † Ayyubid, al-Kamil Muhammad I (615-635h), dinar, al-Qahira 632h, wt. 5.50gms. (Balog 379; A.811), good very fine £200-250

1681 † Bahri Mamluk, al-Zahir Baybars (658-676h), dinar, al-Iskandariya, date off flan, rev. lion, wt. 3.56gms. (A.880), double-struck, otherwise about extremely fine £200-250
An important group of Rassid ‘Mansuri’ dirhams


1682 al-Mansur ‘Abd Allah (583-614h), posthumous dirham, Huth 622h, wt. 1.80gms. (Lowick -; cf. Spink Zürich Auction 31, lot 141; A.1083), peripheral hursilver, otherwise good very fine, very rare
£250-300

1683 al-Mansur ‘Abd Allah, posthumous dirham, Huth 624h, wt. 1.71gms. (Lowick -; A.1083), some deposit on reverse, otherwise very fine and very rare, believed an unpublished date for the mint
£250-300

1684 al-Mansur ‘Abd Allah, posthumous dirham, Huth 626h, wt. 1.68gms. (Lowick -; cf. Peus Auction 341, lot 1778; A.1083), good very fine and very rare
£250-300

1685 al-Mansur ‘Abd Allah, posthumous dirham, Huth 629h, wt. 1.73gms. (Lowick -; A.1083), good very fine and rare, believed to be an unpublished date for the mint
£250-300

1686 al-Mansur ‘Abd Allah, posthumous dirham, Huth 630h, wt. 1.70gms. (Lowick -; A.1083), very fine and very rare, believed to be an unpublished date for the mint
£250-300

1687 al-Mansur ‘Abd Allah, posthumous dirham, Sa’da 628h, wt. 1.71gms. (Lowick 6; A.1083), good very fine, rare
£200-250

1688 al-Mansur ‘Abd Allah, dirham, Zafar 607h, wt. 1.76gms. (Lowick 2; cf. Spink Zürich Auction 27, lot 204; A.1083), some deposit on reverse, otherwise good very fine, rare
£150-200

1689 al-Mansur ‘Abd Allah, dirham, Zafar 614h, wt. 1.76gms. (Lowick -; cf. Peus Auction 341, lot 1775; A.1083), very fine and very rare
£200-250
al-Mansur ‘Abd Allah, posthumous dirham, Zafar 629h, wt. 1.80gms. (Lowick -; A.1083),
good very fine and very rare, believed to be an unpublished date for the mint  
£250-300

al-Mansur ‘Abd Allah, posthumous dirham, Zafar 633h, wt. 1.87gms. (Lowick -; A.1083),
good very fine and extremely rare, believed to be an unpublished date for the mint  
£250-300

al-Mansur ‘Abd Allah, posthumous dirham, ‘Azzan 618h, wt. 1.62gms. (Lowick -; A.1083),
minor deposit, otherwise good very fine, extremely rare  
£300-400

al-Mansur ‘Abd Allah, dirham, al-Qubba 614h, wt. 1.65gms. (Lowick 16; A.1083), 
some bornsiver on reverse, otherwise about extremely fine, extremely rare  
£300-400

al-Mansur ‘Abd Allah, posthumous dirham, Kahlan 632h, wt. 1.71gms. (Lowick 8; A.1083),
deposit on reverse, otherwise very fine, extremely rare  
£250-300

al-Mansur ‘Abd Allah, posthumous dirham, Muda’ 628h, wt. 1.78gms. (Lowick -; A.1083),
good very fine and extremely rare, the mint believed unrecorded  
£400-500

Muda’ was located approximately 30 miles NW of San’a.

al-Mansur ‘Abd Allah, posthumous dirham, Muda’ 629h?, wt. 1.75gms. (Lowick -; A.1083),
good very fine and extremely rare, the mint believed unrecorded  
£400-500

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1697 † Zangid of Shahrazur, 'Imad al-din Zangi (fl.620-630h), dinar, Shahrazur, date not visible, citing the caliph al-Nasir and the Begteginid ruler Kokburi, wt. 1.81gms. (A.1885), *weakly struck, very fine and very rare* £200-250

1698 † Ottoman, Mehmed V (1327-1336h), 500 kurush, Qustantiniya 1327h, year 3, wt. 35.62gms. (Pere 1019), *some flan flaws, about extremely fine* £1200-1500

1699 Sudan, 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad (1302-1316h), 20 piastres, Omdurman 1310h, year 8 (KM.15); together with assorted 19th-century Ottoman coins in silver (8) and base metal (8), *the first very fine, the others fine to extremely fine, one damaged (9)* £200-250

1700 Sudan, 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, 10 piastres, Omdurman 1310h, year 8, wt. 10.65gms. (KM.12), *very fine and very rare* £500-700

1701 Sudan, 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad, 10 piastres, Omdurman 1310h, year 8, wt. 10.36gms. (KM.12), *good fine and very rare* £300-400
1702 † **Khujistanid**, Ahmad b. ‘Abd Allah (fl.261-268h), dirhams (2), Nishapur 268h (A.1396), *both weak in parts otherwise very fine* (2) £100-120

1703 † **Saffarid**, Muhammad b. ‘Amr (272-274h), dirham, Shiraz 272h (A.1403); Tahir b. Muhammad (288-296h), dirham, Fars 293h (A.1404); **Hasanwayhid**, Badr b. Hasanwayh (369-405h), dirham, al-Rur, date unclear (A.1589.2), *fine to very fine, the first scarce* (3) £150-200

1704 † **Samanid**, Nasr II b. Ahmad (301-331h), dinar, Jurjan 327h, wt. 3.14gms. (Bernardi 300Li; A.1449), *slightly creased, flat in parts otherwise very fine, rare* £200-250

1705 † **Samanid**, Nasr II b. Ahmad, dinar, al-Muhammadiya 318h, wt. 3.84gms. (A.1449), *reverse slightly double-struck, otherwise good very fine* £200-250

1706 **Samanid**, Nuh b. Mansur (365-387h), dinar, Herat 372h, wt. 3.82gms. (A.1468), *very fine* £200-250

1707 † **Qarakhanid**, Nasr b. ‘Ali (c.383-403h), half dirham, Bukhara 398h, citing Ahmad b. ‘Ali as overlord, wt. 0.97gms. (Kochnev -; A.-), *edge slightly ragged, very fine and extremely rare* £400-500

1708 † **Qarakhanid**, Nasr b. ‘Ali, dirhams (2): mint unclear, 395h (type of Kochnev 130; A.3302); Uzkand 399h (Kochnev 213; A.3302), *very fine and about very fine, scarce* (2) £150-200
1709  **Ziyarid**, Mardawij b. Ziyar (315-323h), dinar, Mah al-Basra 322h, with the name of the caliph al-Qahir, wt. 4.39gms. (Bernardi 280Mq; A.1530), *margins partly flat, otherwise about extremely fine*  £250-300

1710 † **Ziyarid**, Mardawij b. Ziyar, dinar, Mah al-Basra 322h, with the name of the caliph al-Qahir, wt. 3.88gms. (Bernardi 280Mq; A.1530), *minor deposit, very fine*  £200-250

1711 † **Buwayhid**, Rukn al-dawla (335-366h), dinar, Mah al-Kufa 337h, citing ‘Imad al-dawla as overlord, wt. 3.22gms (A.1546), *reverse slightly double-struck, otherwise about extremely fine, scarce*  £200-250

1712 † **Buwayhid**, Sultan al-dawla (403-412h), dirham, Shiraz 406h, wt. 4.92gms. (A.1581), *minor double-striking, good fine and very rare*  £100-120

1713 † **Buwayhid**, dirhams (22): Arrajan 332h, 349h, Bamm 363h, Tustar min al-Ahwaz 356h (2), Jurjan 384h, Jiruft 362h, Sariya 369h, Siraf 331h, 348h (2), 356h, 359h, 363h, Shiraz 325h, 361h, 398h (2), al-‘Askar min al-Ahwaz 336h, Fasa 356h, Kard Fana Khusra 356h, mint and date unclear, *fine to good very fine, one damaged, some scarce (22)*  £300-400

1714 † **Kakwayhid**, Faramurz (433-443h), dinar, Isbahan 435h, citing the Seljuq ruler Tughril Beg as overlord, wt. 3.75gms. (A.1592), *minor peripheral weakness, otherwise good extremely fine*  £200-250
1715 † **Great Seljuq**, Toghanshah (c.465-475h), dinar, Herat, date not visible, citing Malikshah as overlord, wt. 3.24gms. (A.1678), *margins partly flat, otherwise good very fine, scarce* £150-180

1716 † **Great Seljuq**, Mahmud I (485-487h), dinar, Isfahan 486h, citing Barkiyaruq as overlord, wt. 4.90gms. (A.1679), *slightly creased, some minor weakness, otherwise good very fine, rare* £400-500

1717 † **Khwarizmshahs**, ‘Ala al-din Takash (567-596h), dinar, mint and date not visible, wt. 1.59gms. (A.1711), *creased, partly flat, otherwise very fine, scarce* £100-120

1718 † **Salghurid**, Abish bint Sa’d (663-684h), dirham, no mint or date, citing the Ilkhanid ruler Aqa as overlord, Arabic script on both sides, wt. 2.87gms. (Diler 118; A.-), *very fine and very rare* £150-200
* ex Baldwin’s Islamic Coin Auction 16, 20 October 2009, lot 576

1719 † **Golden Horde**, Birdi Beg (758-761h), dirham, Gulistan 759h (A.2031); Khizr Khan (760-762h), dirham, Gulistan 761h (A.2034); together with other post-Mongol silver (9) and copper (4) coins, *fine to very fine, some scarce (15)* £150-200

1720 † **Ilkhanid**, Ahmad Tekuder (681-683h), dirhams (3): Tabriz 682h (Diler 128; A.2139); mint and date off flan (Diler 131); no mint or date visible (Diler 137), *the first scratched otherwise very fine and scarce, the other two fine and rare (3)* £100-120
1721 † Ilkhanid, Arghun (683-690h), dirham, Shiraz 688h, rev. hawk, wt. 2.49gms. (A.2148), good very fine, rare
£120-150

1722 † Ilkhanid, Arghun, dirhams (2): al-Jazira, no date visible, rev: al-jazira / arghun / khallada allab / mukhab (Diler -); another, similar but without mintname (Diler -); Anonymous, dirham, Isfarayin, undated (A.2136), the first two fine and very rare, the last very fine and scarce (3)
£100-120

1723 † Ilkhanid, Arghun, dirham, Tabriz 688h, rev. hawk (A.2148); Abu Sa’id (716-736h), 2 dirhams, type C, Baku 720h (A.2200.1); together with other Ilkhanid (10) and post-Ilkhanid (12), mostly fine to very fine, the first scarce, the second rare (24)
£300-400

1724 † Ilkhanid, Ghazan Mahmud (694-703h), dinar, post-reform type, Kirman, no date visible, wt. 4.29gms. (A.2170), obverse struck off-centre, very fine
£200-250

1725 † Ilkhanid, Ghazan Mahmud, dinar, post-reform type, Kirman? (69)8h, wt. 4.29gms. (A.2170), partly flat, otherwise good very fine
£200-250

1726 † Ilkhanid, Abu Sa’id (716-736h), dinar, type G, Maragha 733h, wt. 6.89gms. (Diler 525; A.2212), obverse slightly double-struck, otherwise very fine, rare
£400-500

1727 † Ilkhanid, Abu Sa’id, dirham, type F, Samsun 724h (A.2211), fals, Tabriz 72xh (A.2220); Taghay Timur, 2 dirhams, type IC, Baghdad 74xh (A.2239); Chaghatayid, Kibak Khan (718-726h), 1/6-dinar, Bukhara 724h (A.1989); Jalayrid, 2 dinars, type B, Huwayza, date unclear (A.-), fine to very fine, the first scarce (5)
£100-120
1728 † **Ilkhanid**, Taghay Timur (737-754h), dinar, Basra 743h, wt. 5.18gms. (Diler 741; A.K.2233), *peripheral weakness otherwise good very fine, very rare* £400-500

1729 † **Timurid**, Timur (771-807h), fractional dinar, Khwarizm 781h, citing the Chaghatayid ruler Suyurghatmish as overlord, wt. 1.17gms. (A.-), *very fine and very rare* £1000-1200

1730 † **Musha’sha’**, Fallah b. al-Muhsin (fl.906h), half tanka, mint (Dizful?) not visible, 906h, wt. 1.92gms. (A.2565), *very fine and rare* £100-120

1731 † **Safavid**, Isma’il I (907-930h), ashrafi, Ardabil 927h, wt. 3.32gms. (A.2569), *traces of mounting, otherwise about very fine, rare* £200-250
1732 † **Safavid**, Isma'il I, ashrafi, no mint or date visible, wt. 3.32gms. (A.2569), *very fine* £120-150

1733 † **Safavid**, Tahmasp I (930-984h), heavy ashrafi, Tabriz 941h, wt. 3.88gms. (A.2593), *very fine, rare* £200-250

1734 † **Safavid**, Sam Mirza (1160h), rectangular 5 shahi, Tabriz 1160h, wt. 5.14gms. (Zeno 27942; A.2697), *traces of mounting, only fine but very rare* £150-200

1735 † **Hotaki Afghan**, Mahmud Shah (1135-1137h), abbasi, type B, Isfahan 1135h, with small rising sun countermark (A.2717); together with other Islamic (3) and Roman (3) coins, *the first very fine and rare, the others fair to fine* (7) £120-150

1736 † **Afsharid**, Ibrahim (1161-1162h), 6 shahi (3), type D, Astarabad 1162h (A.2765); **Qajar**, Muhammad Shah (1250-1264h), qiran, lion and sun type, Dar al-Khilafat Tehran 126xh (A.2917); together with other Safavid (2) and Zand (2) silver coins, *mostly very fine, the first four scarce* (8) £200-250

1737 † **Qajar**, Fath ‘Ali Shah (1212-1250h), toman, type W, Dar al-Sultanat Tabriz 1232h, wt. 4.56gms. (A.2865), *good very fine* £200-250

1738 † **Qajar**, Fath ‘Ali Shah, toman, type W, Dar al-‘Ilm Shiraz 1233h, wt. 4.62gms. (A.2865), *peripheral weakness, otherwise good very fine* £200-250

1739 † **Qajar**, Nasir al-din Shah (1264-1313h), toman, Tehran 1304h (KM.Y18); half toman, Tehran 1301h (KM.Y17), *the first ex-mount, otherwise both very fine* (2) £150-200
1740 † **Qajar**, Nasir al-din Shah, toman, Tehran 1306h (KM.Y18), *about extremely fine* £150-180

1741 † **Qajar**, Nasir al-din Shah, mule toman, Tehran 1313/1310h, uniformed bust facing, rev. legend within wreath (KM.938), *in plastic holder, graded by NGC as AU58, rare* £250-300

1742 † **Qajar**, Ahmad Shah (1327-1344h), half tomans (2), 1337h, 1339h (KM.Y80), *good very fine and very fine* (2) £100-120

1743 † **Persia**, civic copper, Dar al-‘Ilm Shiraz, no date visible, rev. scales with ‘adl between, wt. 2.12gms. (Rabino 92 var.; SICA.9:968 var.; A.3262), *good fine, scarce* £100-120

This reverse design imitates contemporary East India Company issues of the Bombay Presidency.

1744 † **Shaybanid**, ‘Abd Allah II (991-1006h), quarter mithqals (2), no mint, 1004h and undated (A.2994), *good very fine and very fine, scarce* (2) £100-120

1745 † **Miscellaneous**, assorted Umayyad (10) and Abbasid (9) fulus, various types and mints, *mostly fine to very fine, some scarce* (19) £200-250

1746 † **Miscellaneous**, assorted copper coins (10), various dynasties, including some pictorial types, *fine to good very fine* (10) £150-200

---
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